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1 Background

The Town of Saugeen Shores began the “Saugeen Shores
Transportation Master Plan” in July 2018 with Paradigm Transportation
Solutions Limited and GSP Group. A transportation master plan is one
of many documents that directs a municipality over the long term. It
works with a municipality’s Official Plan, which directs land use and
development, as well as others concerning municipal servicing, parks
and recreation, and economic development. Generally, a transportation
master plan determines the need for transportation improvements and
establishes policies for the future transportation network.

Public engagement involves reaching out and listening to the
community in formulating such a plan. Engagement with the community
and its stakeholders is a critical part of the Saugeen Shores
Transportation Master Plan. The study’s public engagement program
has been designed to encourage meaningful, two-way communication
so that the final plan is based on a “Made in Saugeen Shores” approach
to transportation that aligns with the Town’s vision and unique
community features. This includes opportunities to provide input on the
system today and ideas and recommendations for the future through a
variety of formal and informal meetings, sessions, and conversations.
This report summarizes the input and discussions heard through Phase
1 of the Transportation Master Plan, which ran from August to
November 2018.

2 Engagement Objectives

Objectives provide the direction of the program and events to generate
discussion and input and were defined at the beginning of the project.
The engagement objectives are to:

1. INFORM: to get the word out regarding the project, schedule, events,
milestones and availability of information.

2. EDUCATE: to provide a common level of understanding about the
purpose, contents and role of a transportation master plan.

3. CONVERSE: to engage community stakeholders to discuss key
challenges and opportunities within the community.

4. REFINE: to revise draft materials to better reflect what was heard and
capture new and additional thoughts, opportunities and directions.

5. SUPPORT: to build consensus within the community for supporting
the ultimate approval of the transportation master plan.
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3 Phase 1 Engagement Program

Phase 1 of Transportation Master Plan was solely about information-
gathering and conversations with the community. The purpose was to
set a solid framework for preparing draft policies and strategies for the
Transportation Master. Public engagement in Phase 1 included a
range of different formats and locations to generate discussion and
input, including the following.

(a) Town Website – INFORM & EDUCATE

The Town created a project-specific webpage on its website to
provide background information and updates on the progress and
next steps of the meeting. The webpage is found here:

https://www.saugeenshores.ca/en/our-services/transportation-
master- plan.asp.

This page is meant to be updated as the study progresses into its
next phases to inform the community and provide access to initial
findings and draft documents. Emails sent to
tmpstudy@saugeenshores.ca as well as emails previously sent to
the Town were compiled and included as background information

(b) Social Media – INFORM & CONVERSE

The Town with the consultant team have been communicating
with the community through the Town’s social media feeds
(Facebook and Twitter). In Phase 1 these feeds provided an
avenue for providing information to community regarding the
study’s initiation, links to the Town’s website for more information
and to the online survey, and notices for the “Pop-Up” Sessions.
Participants were also able to provide input and dialogue with
other community members. A similar approach will continue for
the next phases of the study. APPENDIX A of this Summary
Report contains a complete list of the comments and
conversations provided through social media.

(c) “Pop-Up” Sessions – INFORM, EDUCATE, CONVERSE &
SUPPORT

The consultant team and the Town held “Pop-Up” sessions in
Southampton and Port Elgin to engage and get input from
residents and visitors within the community. They were held on
consecutive nights in Southampton (August 30, 2018) and Port
Elgin (August 31, 2018) in outdoor public spaces. Display panels
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provided information on the purpose of the study as well as
allowed participants to directly provide comments. These
sessions were targeted to more informal conversations between
the community and the consultant team and Town. Altogether,
there were approximately 300 to 400 people engaged through
these sessions. APPENDIX A of this Summary Report contains a
complete list of comments received and input heard at these two
sessions.

(d) Online Survey – CONVERSE

The consultant team prepared an online survey that was open
from August to October 2018. The survey, comprised of 20
questions, gathered information concerning the participant’s
community, demographics, and travel habits (driving, walking and
cycling) as well as providing for open thoughts on transportation
improvements needed throughout the Town for different travel
modes. A total of 364 participants completed the survey.
APPENDIX B of this Summary Report contains a complete
summary of the results of the online survey with graphs and
complete lists for open-ended questions.

(e) Community Stakeholder Sessions – EDUCATE, CONVERSE &
SUPPORT

The Town and the consultant team held small, targeted group
conversations with nine different interest groups on November 1,
2018. This included heritage groups, resident and business
associations, active transportation groups, Bruce County staff,
Town staff and Council representatives. These short (30 minute)
sessions were focused on five questions concerning
representation, transportation interests, and general thoughts
about transportation in the community. APPENDIX C of this
Summary Report contains a complete summary of the responses
of each of the nine groups.
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4 Prevailing Messages

Community response to Phase 1 of the Transportation Master Plan
was impressive and provided an abundance of information and input
for the consultant team. Altogether there were upwards of 1,000
comments, responses and conversations throughout the first phase of
the project. These comments and responses, as they were heard from
the community, are provided in the appendices of this Summary
Report. Synthesizing this input, the following series of common
messages or themes, in no particular order, emerged from the
community input and conversations.

1. The Transportation Master Plan needs to be a long-range
document that informs decisions related to planning and growth of
the community. It needs to provide expectations moving forward
and be flexible enough to account for changes in the community
and transportation trends and technology.

2. Traffic volumes and delays along Highway 21 through Port Elgin
and Southampton are a frustration and concern shared by most
people. July and August are particularly difficult for residents as the
increasing levels of visitors over the years affect travel habits and
movements of residents for day-to-day errands. Also, many feel the
difficulties of travelling on Highway 21 are trickling down to side
streets as people find alternative routes, on roads they feel are not
meant for that type of traffic.

3. Related to the above Highway 21 congestion, a higher order by-
pass route is a very common message that was received. Such a
by-pass was intended by respondents to provide an alternative
route for traffic (both automobile and truck traffic) to by-pass
Highway 21 through Port Elgin and Southampton where those
communities are not the destination. There are numerous routing
options suggested through the engagement process.

4. Some form of public transportation is important for those people in
the community thatdo not own a car or are not able to drive. This is
particularly important between Port Elgin and Southampton given
the interconnections of these communities, but it also was
considered for other areas of Saugeen Shores. Seniors, those with
disabilities and service industry employees were noted as
particularly affected by the lack of public transportation.
Alternatives, such as taxis, are expensive when one must use on a
more regular basis for daily tasks and travel.
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5. Support and praise for the off-road trails and pathways in Saugeen
Shores, including the Rail Trail and lakefront pathways, was
common. There is, however, an expressed desire to “complete” this
foundation of trails and pathways through the infilling of missing
links, addition of connections to surrounding communities, and
linkages to on-street active transportation routes. This is meant in
the interest of providing a complete north-south and east-west
active transportation system through Saugeen Shores.

6. The Rail Trail crossing of Highway 21 near Hi-Berry Farms was
repeatedly and specifically referenced as a safety concern for trail
users. Posted and travelled speeds of passing traffic, the bend in
the road, and lack of definition were commonly cited concerns.
Common suggestions included a trail overpass of Highway 21 or
realignment of the trail to a safer location.

7. A more balanced consideration and incorporation of active
transportation modes of travel is generally desired as part of the
study and street improvements moving forward. More dedicated
bike lanes on major routes are desired to provide for safer and
more defined travel for cyclists. As well, more sidewalks and more
continuity of sidewalks is desired through the communities,
particularly to pedestrian-oriented destinations like schools and
main streets. Such an on-street system of bike lanes and sidewalks
is desired to allow people to walk or cycle in multiple directions and
to multiple destinations through the communities of Port Elgin and
Southampton.

8. The desire for the maintenance of the character of the older cottage
areas in Port Elgin and Southampton was common. Concerns
related to the application of a “one size fits all” road design or
“urban” and “suburban” standards not being appropriate for such
areas. In these instances, the widening of streets and the
installation of new sidewalks and curbs were often specifically
raised as a concern concerning the erosion of the character of
these areas. Several suggestions related to the establishment of
“character areas” throughout Port Elgin and Southampton where
designs specifically address localized conditions of existing
character.

9. Parking for the summer crowds and beach destinations was a
frequently cited concern. Parking by visitors on residential side
streets is an ongoing frustration for many respondents and makes it
difficult for residents in those areas. Common public parking lots
targeted to beach visitors, further time limits on on-street parking,
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and paid parking in the beach areas were all suggested to address
this issue.

10. Speeding was a concern raised both generally and in specific
locations within Port Elgin and Southampton. This includes both the
main routes, such as Highway 21, as well as the side streets that
residents feel are receiving further traffic flows for people “short-
cutting” traffic. Enforcement of speeding was generally referenced
as lacking. The multitude of changes to the posted speed zone
along the different sections of Highway 21 are confusing to drivers,
particularly for visitors.

11. There was a general frustration of many regarding people on
bicycles not obeying the “rules of the road”. Particularly, this
related to people riding bicycles on sidewalks, posing a safety risk
to more vulnerable pedestrians using the sidewalks. Better
education and enforcement of by-laws regarding such situations
was commonly suggested.

12. Numerous specific “hot spots” were cited throughout Saugeen
Shores, particularly Port Elgin and Southampton, concerning more
particular transportation and traffic issues. This covered a broad
range of considerations in certain locations, including pedestrian
safety concerns, the condition of sidewalks, lane markings, the
timing of stoplights, the configuration of stop controls, speeding
traffic, and other maintenance matters.
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Appendix A

“Pop-Up” Engagement Sessions (August 2018)

(A) Social Media Conversations about the “Pop-Up” Sessions
(August/September2018)

 We need to work on getting people though our towns faster. Highway
21 needs to be 4 lanes.

o There just isn't space unless we lose all parking

o We do not need the parking along the Southampton market. They
have lots in the back. Sadly you are right for Port Elgin it would have
to stay the way it is. But once you leave down town there is space to
grow

o I found it much busier this summer. I end up take back streets to get
around going past High St.

o 4 lanes through towns would be disastrous. That equates to speed.

o It was busier, only because of the weather. When it is hot everyone
goes to the beaches. Sauble, Port Dover, Turkey Point, all busier this
year.

 Public transport !!!!

 I am not sure who I need to talk to about our on going trouble we are
having tiring to getoff our Morpeth St in Southampton. Turning left
onto 21 or crossing the street is next to impossible most time to do. I
thought we were getting traffic lights when Tim Hortons came in.
Years later still nothing and now the traffic is so long going both
ways. I hopesomething can be done about this.

 We need the Trolley to run yr round ! It shouldn’t just be the tourists
that get to gobetween the 2 towns during the summer. Town ppl
need this service all the time!

o I second this!

o A second trolley in the summer and extended hours for events like
pubkin crawl etc

o which is Public transport !!

o That's funny... I just mentioned this the other day to my husband. I
agree with at least trying this for a couple of years to see how it goes
over as I know a lot of seniors who don't drive anymore and others
who don't own cars that this could be very useful for them to get
around for doctors and hospital tests and such. There should be a
more affordable option for people than taking a cab or the mobility
services that cost quitea bit for those on fixed incomes.

o Agreement

o Instead of big city busses, just get a couple smaller half length ones.
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 Stop putting red lights every five feet...

o I'm aware of the housing boom, and new roads, but there are 8, soon
to be 9 sets of lights and then cross walks in 5kms of highway just in
Port Elgin. A Kincardine style bypass is needed but theres no where
good to put it anymore

o 11 if you count McD’s and Ralph’s crossing. Caw, Walmart, lcbo,
mcd’s, ralphs, Gustavus, Green, market, bowling alley, Wt auto(new
light@Devonshire) and Independent light. We need 2 lanes and less
lights. Honestly. It’s causing high traffic that are diverting and driving
like hell on the side streets to get ahead at peak drive times. And
driving through Port Elgin is starting to be a brutal as down town
Owen Sound That brings in a whole can of worms for down town
parking. But angled parking on the east/west running side streets
might be a consideration. For how few spots are needed to replace
the current ones it’s a simple idea to look at Port Elgin is a breeze to
drive through. It's nothing compared to Owen Sound lol.Owen Sound
is terrible

o It’s actually becoming terrible here at any point of the day that has
more than a slight dribble of traffic.

o It's not horrible in my opinion. Summer can be, yes. But we have
bricker and Wellington. Winter, non issue really.

o I'm on Wellington & Maple. It's a Highway at times. People blowing
stops on Maple & really bad ones on Louis St as they burn rubber up
to Queens Bush area. Also all the side streets after Pierson on the
East of 21 turn into collector lanes for Bricker. Some fairly high
speeds being achieved in the short distance of travel. The amount of
traffic that is diverting onto the side streets isn't really the issue. It's
the erratic, in a rush, can't slow down, speed like hell drivers trying to
blast across town and beat the grind on 21. I know because I'm a
Very FAST driver, just that I save it for the highway and open areas. I
recognize the sound of tires chirping and throttle plates wide open.
Cars shifting 3 or 4 gears in town = more than 50km/hr. Doesn't
justify my speeding either. But at least I'm honest about it.

o My uncle is on Louis and would attest to the speed of cars whistling
by heading East in the afternoons. I see the blowing the stop on
Wellington, and nearly having several collisions with a few of them
since 2011.

 You could start by opening the Mill Creek Bridge which has been
closed since February and was supposed to be completed in early
June! #PoorPlanning #NoOversight

 Traffic light between Tim Horton's Southampton and the Rexall
drugstore so people can cross safely and for those who have no
transportation to Port Elgin should be a bus witha monthly bus pass
to pay for the gas involved. Bus stops, of course, could be where the
Trolley pickups are...

 Although most people are not in favour of more traffic lights, lights at
Concession#10 and Highway#21 , would be helpful, it is really hard to
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get across the highway , particularly in the summertime. Driving east
on the 10th Concession I often use the grocery store driveway
entrance off of the 10th Concession go through the grocery store
parking lot to use the traffic lights. Traffic will increase since new
residential lots have been created on the south/west side of the 10th
Concession. Please add for discussion , thank you.

o 100% agree. There is space at that intersection for a Round-a-bout.

 Please, please, please put some kind of light/ crosswalk where the
Rail Trail bikepath crosses 21!

o I’m worried my kids will get killed there! Safety first

o Need a flyover there. (Bridge) And a turning lane at Hi Berry !!!!!!!!!!!

 Traffic circles love them or hate them work. I can see 2 lights that
could be replaced by them

 Could I suggest having a popup prior to the fireworks.

 School busses for the in town kids. There are parking shortages at all
the elementary schools causing dangerous situations for the children,
and the winter time is too diceyto have the young kids walking.

o Less traffic would also be great for all the people who live across from
elementary schools. Having to avoid coming home or leaving home
due to tons of traffic dropping off & picking up children.

 We need our train back

 Traffic circles, they are everywhere in europe and it works great.

o They suck but they work! If people catch on to them that is. It’s brutal
when people don’t GO!!!! The CAW and LCBO lights would honestly
be prime places for them if they would fit the space

 How about traffic lights timed for flow? With adjusted timing for tourist
times in thesummer.

 In the summer it is impossible to pull out from McNabb onto HWY 21
safely. In myopinion, There is space here for a round-a-bout. It would
also help calm traffic speeds on hwy21.

 It is extremely dangerous to cross HWY 21 at Adelaide from Rexall to
Subway. There needs to be at least a crosswalk, perhaps with an
advance warning from northbound traffic on Hwy 21.

o Agreed

 The Hwy 21 speed limit at the South St intersection is 80km/hr. I
have people deliberately speed up and tailgate me just because they
can. I want that speed to be lowered to 60km around that bend.

o That can be a tough spot and tricky in winter too! Also blocking Green
St to hold a market. It’s one of the main intersections, it’s a protected
turn for turning left against traffic, it has about 20% of the down town
parking spaces in that stretch fromWaterloo to Goderich, And we
already had an established market a the beach that needed Green St
traffic to support it.
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o Brilliant!!! Hi berry traffic and also the rail trail are certainly 2 big ones.
Moving the 60k sign to the Port end of Sparks’ corner wold help those
3 intersections a bit especially in winter.

o Have you attended the farmers market? It's very different to the flea
market at the beach.

o Won't catch me there. It's absurd to block that corner. Why can't it be
at the beach too?

 We do not need to lower the speed to 60 that is crazy. We almost
never get to the speedof 80 on the best of times. All lights on 21
should stay green on till a car comes up on the side street that will
turn the light red. Just like at the bowling alley in Port Elgin. Keep the
traffic moving. But we do need to address how hard it is to get onto
21 from a side street in Southampton.

 North bound Goderich St at Irvings Dr. The left lane is always
clogged by people turning left. There needs to be a dedicated left turn
lane there, widening the street to maintain 2full lanes northbound. In
the meantime, give the northbound and advanced green so that
people can turn left!!!

o Agreed

 Port Elgin needs a bypass like Kincardine got in the 1980s. It would
ease somecongestion in town.

 I would love a sidewalk along all of Eastwood. It's a very busy road
and now there's lotsof small kids along it. Maybe a kids at play sign
too.

o Crossing Highway 21/Goderich Street at Mill Street is a nightmare at
anytime of the year - why don't drivers stop on Goderich Street at mill
street for pedestrians and allow themto cross the highway??? Also
like to see the following put into the Saugeen Shores Transportation
Plan: Develop a complete streets approach to pedestrians. The Town
should consider strategies to benefit all pedestrians, particularly
senior citizens and those with disabilities by including:

 Pedestrian lights with longer countdowns and walking times (reduce
walking speed assumptions from 1.2 m/sec to 0.73 m/sec)

 Every traffic light should require an auditory signals at
pedestrian/traffic lights

 Shorter crossing distances

 Pedestrian countdown signal timers

 Additional lighting at intersections with high night-time pedestrian
demand (Mill Street at night on the south side (near Ashanti cafe is
very dark)

 Widened sidewalks to accommodate mobility aids

 Removal of snow and ice as a priority

 Pedestrian crossing islands
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 The Town of Saugeen Shores should put ion place strategies to
prevent collisions occurring where pedestrians are walking along the
road. Some of these strategies include:

o Developing new communities that provide sidewalks - especially
those older neighbourhoods (example: Arlington Street - from
Gustavus to Brentwood -NO SIDEWALKS)

o Adding sidewalks in existing communities

o Building roads with paved shoulders a minimum of 4 feet (1.8m) wide

o Building communities with continuous and connected sidewalks along
both sides of the street

o Ensuring that sidewalks continue through driveways which are
prohibited frombeing blocked

o Providing double-sided lighting along both sides of arterial streets

o Marked crosswalks at all four legs of an intersection

 Additionally for walkers and pedestrians - more street signage
informing those of all ages riding bicycles, and skateboards - stop -
get off and walk their bike or skateboard on all sidewalks downtown
centers and on Port Elgin Promenade - Boardwalks etc.

 Local police force continue to have "Safety" rodeos for scooters and
motorized wheel chair users regarding speed on sidewalks with
pedestrians and informing them of not being a vehicle and being
allowed on roads.

 Also more police presence and patrols in Spring and Summer and
Fall in downtown cores to inform those on "wheeled" transportation
regarding walking their bikes and skateboards. And for motorized
wheel chairs or scooters to slow down and be aware of pedestrians
and safety for all on sidewalks and roads. Informing scooter users
they are not a vehicle - they are riding a scooter - not an automobile.

 More streets with side walks, and a bus service

 Desire for an advanced green turn signal at the light at the Circle K
store during the after work rush hours

 Sequence the lights better in summer so traffic moves better through
town

 CR 25 speed limits too high

 CR 25 bus traffic increase and the wide turning into oncoming traffic
not welcomed.

 Lack of main street parking

 Hwy 21 by pass should begin planning. Many referred to the success
of Kincardine’s bypass which has let the downtown develop and be
more people friendly. Travellers who want to visit Port Elgin will get
off.

 Get resident buy in before automatically upgrading roads to “ city
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standards “ ( curbs and gutters ) whenever road resurfacing or
infrastructure installation takes place. ( ie. storm water or sanitary
sewers ) was a frequent comment for Bakers subdivision residents.

 Walking and biking lanes were very popular and residents expect
impediments to safety like unnecessary intersecting cross roads or
access / egress points for cars to be avoided.

 Golf cart use on roads needs better enforcement

 Main beach car parking lots need better drainage and lighting
improvements

 Rebuilding the main beach pier for a walking promenade extension

 County Rd. 25 improvements should use a round about vs a traffic
light and have no stop signs on CR 25 at proposed intersections

 Stop signs in use between Hwy 21 and the main beach should be
upgraded to catch drivers attention to avoid T Bone collisions

 One day a week in summer the downtown core should become a
pedestrian mall for a half day.

(B) Comments from Southampton “Pop-Up” Engagement
(August 30, 2018)

 Traffic lights needed at McNabb and Highway 21

 Consider one way streets in some other locations

 Should have 80 km/h speed south of South Street

 Advance left turn light needed at Giant Tiger Plaza (going north)

 Stop light needed at Adelaide and Highway 21

 Advance lights needed at Irving Drive

 Find a solution for the Grosvenor/High intersection that works for
pedestrians and car/trucks

 Stop sign needed at High and Huron

 No more bump-outs

 Find a solution to bikes on High Street in downtown Southampton –
angled parkingand bikes don’t work well together

 Remove hydro poles from the Southampton lakefront walk

 Remove bump-outs!

 Enforce speed limit on Concession 6 of Saugeen (Port Elgin by-pass)

 Need snow removal of Spence Street sidewalk

 Parking getting out of hand near beach – great lots away from beach
offer shuttle for weekenders and day trippers
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 Curbs and sidewalks do not make street safer, they make cars go
faster

 4-way stop need at High and Grosvenor

 Bump-outs are a waste of money and future maintenance

 More bump-outs!!

 Get rid of Trolley and bump-outs

 No more bump-outs

 Need stop sign on Grosvenor between Adelaide and High

 Stop the Trolley

 No bump-outs - stop bar in wrong place

 Get rid of bump-outs – worst idea yet

 Needed push button at Town Hall lights for East/West to be the same
as North/South

 Giant Tiger light signals needs to better for turning

 Big thumbs up for trails in the Town

 Are more construction works coming to Peel Street?

 Bump-outs are good for cyclists

 B-line bypass for trucks should be considered

 Rail trail like Sauble Falls

 Enforce by-law concerning bicycles on sidewalks

 Highway 21 bridge near Tim Horton’s unclear whether one or two
lanes given nomarkings

 Uber in Innifsil has worked very well with subsidized stops and ¼ the
cost of bus service

 Remove barricades on Rail Trail at Mill Creek

 Overpass of Highway 21 needed for Rail Trail crossing at Hi Berry
Farms

 Crossing of Highway 21 are difficult

 Common parking areas are needed to take pressure off residential
sidestreets

(c) Comments from Port Elgin “Pop-Up” Engagement (August
31, 2018)

 Town needs a bypass

 Think by-pass around the Town

 More places to park by water
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 Accommodation of e-bikes

 Up-and-downs of sidewalks with driveways are difficult to walk

 Market Street dedicated bike lanes desired

 Timing and details of Bruce Street extension and improvements

 Great Lakes Trail needs signages directing route is not a vehicular
route to lessen traffic

 Rail Trail signage needed indicating for bicycles not cars

 Speeding along Shore Road not being addressed by Police

 More trees (and replacements) wanted along streets

 By-pass in Port Elgin

 Need public transportation between Port Elgin and Southampton

 Advanced green light at Irving and Highway 21 going north

 Need smart lights at Green and Gustavson

 Reduce traffic lights on Goderich

 Cut trees and shrubs at corners

 Advanced turn signal at Irving going north

 Paint lines on roads asap each Spring (especially down the middle of
the road)

 Downtown by-pass is required

 4-way stop needed at Miramichi Bay Road and Concession 10

 Need by-pass around Port Elgin

 Street trees: shady trees are an invitation to walk here

 Keep cottage areas free of suburban standards

 Urban standards are not appropriate for historic cottage areas

 Keep sidewalks free of obstructions (by-law enforcement)

 A bike tunnel for Rail Trail under Highway 21

 Bigger and better signage for “no cars” on trails

 Safer crossing for Rail Trail at Highway 21

 Pick the right streets for dedicated bike lanes

 Safer Rail Trail crossing at Highway 21

 Make every school zone a community safety zone

 Keep the Trolley

 Bike lanes needed to connected to paths on shore

 Rail Trail crossing of Highway 21 needs to be safer
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Appendix B

Transportation Master Plan Survey Results
(August –October 2018)
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Question 5: How often do you Drive to get around your community?
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Question 6: What are your main purposes for DRIVING trips (check all that apply)?
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Question 7: What is your level of comfort DRIVING within Saugeen Shores?
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Question 8: How many kilometres do you DRIVE on a normal day (enter

approximate number of kilometres)?
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Question 9: What improvements to the road network would help
getting around by DRIVING within Saugeen Shores?

 Goderich in Port Elgin is a bottleneck

 more pedestrian crossing signals (red lights)

 It has become very difficult and dangerous to make a left turn in
Southampton especially at hwy 21 and South st. Or hwy. 21 and
mcnabb st we need a roundabout or lights at one of these locations.

 Enforcement of current speed limits. I walk more than I drive in Port
Elgin and am appalled at the speed of vehicles on many of the
residential streets. I live near two elementary schools and see little or
no police presence during drop-off or pick-up times at these schools.

 Regular snow removal

 it's fine as it is.....there is no problem

 A highway 21 bypass (can easily be setup utilizing Bruce Road 40
and the Grey Bruce Line to Alvanley

 from Southampton to south Port Elgin and return

 from Southampton to south Port Elgin and return

 Get through traffic off Port Elgin retail streets

 Make Bricker and Waterloo one way streets to improve traffic flow

 Ivings drive left hand turn advance

 Improve intersection of McNabb street and Highway 21 where the
beer store is. Very busy. Dangerous to make a left turn when exiting
McNabb. Needs a traffic light.

 Now that the Mill Creek Bridge is back in I have no real complaints

 More parking

 A light at the beer store in Southampton - there isn't a light between
Morpethand the Independent.

 fewer trafic lights

 Eliminate bumpouts

 Regular bus to Owen Sound

 Complete Bruce Street to the CAW Road

 Truck by-pass

 Separate trails for bikers ... away from traffic

 A parallel road to the main business district to facilitate getting from
the northend to the south end.

 Advanced green for left turns at all intersections

 Need a bypass around port elgin

 Less stop lights through port elgin or a bypass
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 All stops consistent.

 Connect Bruce street to caw road

 Goderich St. in the summer - cancel street parking?

 A road from the 10th into town - extending Bruce Street.

 Safer passage on highway 21 and rail trail near highberry farms.

 Keep 60k speed between South and Port for safety reasons

 Better pavement

 Advanced turn for Northbound Traffic on Goderich at Ivings Dr.
Traffic gets way too congested!

 Road conditions (no pot holes)

 more consistency with stop signs

 Make Waterloo a one way road travelling South

 Designated bypass route

 pedestrian Xing at Hiberry

 Connect Bruce Street by CAW

 icy roads

 roads need replacement

 A four-lane highway through the centre of town

 CAW Rd to BrueRd

 More left turn lanes so you are not held up by someone going peft

 Stoplight or roundabout at McNabb & hwy 21

 More stop signs - particularly at the corner of Joseph and Bruce in
Port Elgin. Many people driving at high speeds in a school zone.

 County Road 10 - ability to turn left and exit the road onto Hwy 21

 police people who do not stop at red lights

 Side walks, where there aren't any

 Connect Bruce street concession to concession

 time the lights on the main street for morning vs afternoon traffic

 Synchronized stop lights on main street

 Thank

 Slowdown traffic

 Left turn lane with advance green light on 21 and Irving's dr

 Synchronized traffic lights

 Maybe second lane through town

 enforce driving rules: example speed limits and passing rules

 Reduce speed from 80 to 60 between Southampton and Port Elgin
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despite Bruce Nuclear commuter pressures

 I feel the road network within Saugeen Shores is adequate.

 left hand turn lights at hwy 21 and McNabb St.in Southampton

 Slow down the traffic on Bruce Street.

 give us back 4 lanes instead of 3 at the main intersections ie:
Goderich and green

 bypass main street

 bypass around main street

 fewer traffic lights in port

 stop steepers make people stop at stopsigns

 4 way stop at Green St ad Waterloo Street

 more trafic lights

 Open up Bruce street or Stickle

 leave laneways as they are

 crosswalk on the rail trail on highway 21 at Hyberry area. Too
dangerous for children on bikes and it is an accident or death waiting
to happen.

 Repair potholes

 Bruce Rd. Extension to CAW Rd.

 traffic lights at McNabb and Hwy 21

 A light at turn on to Bruce Rd 3 off Hwy 21

 Less traffic lights

 remove bump-outs on High St.

 Ease flow of traffic

 We need to get more traffic off highway 21 with an alternate route to
Bruce Power through town rather than the highway.

 improve visibility on corners

 Bruce St. extension North to Concession 10/YIG area

 More core area handicapped parking

 Stop lights at busy intersections

 More full intersection lights on hwy 21 southampton

 Roundabout instead of lights at Devonshire

 Traffic lights

 More commuter roads to convey and split traffic to and from major
residential areas

 Main streets in summer bery busy

 4 way stop Bruce & Joseph-very busy intersection
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 Bypass

 people speed on major side streets causing dangerous conditions

 Lights or round about by the beer store in Southampton

 4 lane hwy between Port Elgin and southampton

 a bypass

 left hand turn signal at Ivings drive

 A Town Bus System

 Advance green at Ivings drive & goderich

 light at foodland and bruce rd 13

 4 way stop sign at bruce/joseph

 slower speeds on Concession 10as well as change of position of the
change from 60 to 80 at South Street on that dangerous curve.

 More lights or 4 way stops at busy intersections

 Wider lanes at Highberry Farm

 Cross walks around northport

 Extending Stickel St to CAW Rd

 Use traffic circles not lights

 Advanced left turn at Ivings Drive

 Left advanced turning lane at ivings drive especially during peak
hours

 Advanced turn lane Iving’s drive especially at peak volume times

 routes to avoid downtown

 Green st shorter red light.

 CAW Rd should be widened to accommodate cyclists. Current width
and condition of road makes it very dangerous for cyclists and
moving cars.

 When working construction at Circle K several years ago , I saw long
line-ups in the north-bound lanes at Irving’s Drive . Eventually ,
drivers being held up would either cut across the Circle K parking lot ,
or butt into the fight hand lane ( sometimes causing other drivers to
stop abruptly ). This was and still is a bad situation, especially during
Bruce Power traffic times between 3:00 and 6:00 pm , Mon to Fri . I
spoke to a councillor at the time to see if a trial advancedgreen light
could be installed to make this a much safer area . Still nothing !

 Bypass (similar to Kincardine)

 By-pass around main street port elgin

 Not blocking off Green Street at coulter parkette as it is a main route
to the beach.

 Better placed stop signs
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 An alternate to Hwy 21 for traffic passing through Port Elgin

 advanced green at circle K in Port Elgin

 Installation of an advanced left by the Circle K

 Light at mcnabb and highway 21

 60km on 21

 Stop lights at major intersections (Adelaide, Spence or McNabb)

 Get the stoplights coordinated and quite adding them to Hwy 21
Make some main thoroughfares

 Stop light at McNabb Street

 Port Elgin bypass

 I want bike lanes so I don't have to drive.

 Stoplight at Hwy 21 and McNabb in Southampton

 ADVANCED TURNING LANE IVINGS DRIVE ..Circle K Corner

 No on street parking on busy through streets

 Reduce bottleneck on 21/Goderich St.

 Perhaps a by-pass to allow more parking downtown

 roundabout at Hwy21 and McNabb (NOT A LIGHT!!)

 Clear signage

 minimize commuter and through traffic in residential areas

 I’m concerned with the current plan to use Bruce St as a bypass for
downtown. This detour creates a lot of excess driving in residential
areas. I would prefer to have Waterloo and Bricker for bypass routes
as it keeps the traffic closer to the business section. Let’s help
support our businesses.

 Connecting road between Southampton & Port Elgin that is
navigatable & open in the winter I.e, not the shore road, hwy 21 or
Doll’s side road!

 syncing the traffic lights on Hwy 21

 parking areas for EVs only

 Eliminate left turn advance signal except at Queen's and WalMart.
People can turn after traffic passes or on yellow. Would speed up
North/South traffic movement.

 A seasonal traffic light at Morpeth and Albert.

 A bypass to get around town

 Yield signs instead of stop signs

 Roads are too wide and speeding is a problem especially in
residential areas. Narrow roads to reduce speed.

 Stop signs at all four way intersections
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 Open Bruce st to caw road...less traffic on main rd

 stop lights at McNabb and Hwy 21

 Bruce St connection to CAWRd

 An additional exit on south side of town

 eliminating Highbury farms entrance

 By pass down town(goderich street)

 More policing.

 People obeying signage

 Perimeter road to bypass downtown for through traffic

 Bypass roads to avoid hwy 21

 Hiberry farm better access

 Parking on side streets is ridiculous out of control. People using
roadways instead of their own empty driveways

 The traffic lights on the south end of town need to be changed
somehow, that if you get one red light you don't get them ALL.

 Trees or other windbreaks on the HiBerry's curve to improve winter
driving/snow blowing visibility

 Only problem is July and Aug

 Remove jutouts on High between Grosvenor & Huron

 Traffic calming on some local roads that have active transportation
designations such as cycling on the road right of way to protect
cyclists from cars moving at excessive speeds. This seems to be a
seasonal problem. Something as simple as having the portable
speed trailer in place for July and August. Seasonal visitors may not
know where bike routes exist.

 other roads to get in and out of town other than highway 21

 Advanced light at Irving Dr.

 Do not block Green St with Farmer's Market. During the summer
lights are required to turn left onto Goderich St.

 Another lane for Highberry Farms when you're going northbound.

 more stop signs

 Speed limit reduced

 A truck bypass

 Improve traffic backup on Hwy 21, especially in Port Elgin.

 quit blocking Green St.

 More lights to help with left hand turns

 More street lights to help with left hand turns

 Advanced left turn at Circle K
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 More advance greens

 Bypass through downtown

 Easy bypass of Port Elgin downtown.

 More bike lanes on the roads separating cars from bicycles.

 Advanced left or left turning lane at Ivings Drive northbound on
Goderich.

 The turning lanes on Goderich Street can be dangerous especially
when people park in undesignated spots. ie. in front of the Queen’s.

 Better use of lights in Port Elgin. Synchronize better and use smart
turn lights.

 Traffic lights in Southampton

 fixing potholes!

 Decrease the number of stop lights

 Fewer traffic lights but probably not feasible

 To have road work completed in a timely fashion. It’s ridiculous.

 Slow cars down in the core

 Sidewalks and Bike Paths on the highway and east of the highway.

 4 way stop on Huron and High streets

 There is one main rd connecting the communities. Alternate routes
would be good.

 round abouts

 less traffic in summer months

 Improve winter driving conditions between Port and South on the
hwy.

 decrease the traffic going through hw 21

 Highway 21 bypass for through traffic, especially trucks.

 Road for the Bruce Power train in the morning and afternoon

 Lights at Tim Hortons and or beer store in southampton

 Double lanes

 reduce non essential truck traffic by building a town by-pass

 A Bypass around the downtowns of Southampton and Port Elgin,
when travelling through the municipality in either north-south direction

 Left turning lane at Hi-Berry

 Flow of traffic through downtown Port Elgin

 none

 take out the designated left hand turns on Albert & High St. They
createmajor traffic lineup to the bridge in tourist season
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 wider /passing lanes

 Bypass around both communities

 Crossing Hwy21 from west to east, other than just High St.

 direct bypass from north/south ends of Port Elgin to bypass traffic
lights

 Highway 21 in Port Elgin is a bottleneck

 Improvements to turn in to Highberry Farm

 Stop signs at busy intersections to slow traffic in built up areas

 Hwy 21 bypass around the community

 Dedicated bike lanes on arterial roads

 Stop light at McNabb St and Hwy 21

 reduce speed betweenSouthampton and Port Elgin to a constant 60K

 a truck route

 Don’t need any improvements. No bypass.

 Removing bumpouts

 straighten the McNab/highway intersection

 windbreaks/trees on hwy 21 to reduce blowing snow

 BYPASS

 Another stoplight in Southampton on Albert st

 This survey assumes the person filling it out drives. It is flawed in this
respect.

 Lower speeds on Hwy 21 between port and south

 Roundabouts

 Don’t need 80km between Southampton and Port

 No real improvements needed.

 Alternative routes.

 the McNabb highway 21 intersection is very busy in the summer and
dangerous to pull out into traffic - is it possible to get lights or a
roundabout there?

 take away the 80km section of Hwy.21 from South St. to the 10th
Concession

 more bike paths

 Truck bypass

 buses

 Maintain beach area road without sidewalks, curbs

 Synchronized lights in Port Elgin

 Highway 21 at rail trail and Hi berry
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 None

 need a bypass

 a light at the beer store to slow traffic and cause a break in traffic flow

 we need stop signs at palmerston and at morpeth t help reduce traffic
which uses grosvenor to bypass stop sign on huron and quicker
access tp shops on high street and on albert st. signs saying no
commercial vehicles, speed bumps etc would also help

 Round-about at Con 10 and 21

 A good alternate route across town to avoid summer congestion.

 no/less stop signs on roads that are alternates for 21
(waterloo/bricker/bruce when it opens up)

 Improved traffic flow through downtown core

 Time lights with smart system not just sensors that trigger signals.

 Fewer stop lights

 Connect Bruce St with CAW road

 Public transportation

 Pedestrian crossing Hwy 21 at Spence St. As building continues the
most land available is on the east side of Hwy 21 thereby increasing
pedestrian traffic. There is no safe way to cross Hwy 21 south of
Morpeth St yet that is where commercial building is taking place.

 restricted left turns on Highway 21 to reduce accidents

 So many traffic lights....need to be sure they are sequenced to keep
traffic moving esp on the downtown. This summer our town took
more time to get through than Grand Bend does and that is a first!

 Complete Bruce Street from CAW Rd to Con 10

 Round about at the intersection of concession 10 and hwy 21

 reduce congestion down town

 Passing lane between Southampton and Port Elgin

 Roundabout at hwy 21 and McNab street

 Don’t have any major issues

 Complete the Hwy 21 Bypass proposed 15 years ago

 Highway 21 at rail trail and Hi berry

 Urban standard size roads

 Crossing hiway 21 in the summer

 One way on Bricker and Waterloo or Wellington

 Coordinate Traffic Signals downtown

 Avoiding 21

 Lights at the 10th concession
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 Alternate to Goderich through Port Elgin

 None, as do not have a car

 Make the left turn advanced green at Tim hortons longer to allow the
line up of cars to get through as only four or less can get through and
people entering the cross walk have to jump out of the way of the 5th
car.

 2nd bridge and route in Southhampton

 TIME THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS

 Advanced green for northbound traffic @ Ivings Dr and highway 21

 co-ordinate stop lights to speed up traffic on Goderich St

 Bypass to reduce in town traffic

 Stop using Northshore Road as a main artery. Speed limit is 40.
Tourists obey, residents mostly do not. There need to be another
main artery

 Access, egress from Hi-Berry Farm

 Traffic Signal Coordination at South and North Ends on Goderich
Street. The arterial road should be kept moving.

 A downtown bypass

 Alternative routes

 a by pass for Goderich st

 more cycling lanes

 Education of drivers on the importance of respecting current speed
limits and bylaws regarding street parking.

 Improvements to paved shoulders

 Some one way street applications such as Bricker North from
Gustavus to Market and Waterloo South from Market to Gustavus. Or
some individual blocks where traffic congestion is a problem, i.e.
Gustavus from Goderich toWaterloo

 intersection McNab and 21. Traffic circle

 intersection McNab and 21. Traffic circle

 Reduce the number of stop lights

 more round a-bouts where possible vs lights

 High Bury Farms rail trail crossing at Highway 21 is very dangerous.
Needs something. Cross walk??

 I lived in Ottawa for 9 years, in comparison driving here is perfect

 No bump outs to obstruct vision

 A light on lampost at County Road #3 - completely dark when it is
dark!

 a left hand turn lane at hiberry
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 Stoplight syncing

 Implement all road rules to bike riders

 15 min parking spots

 Roundabout/lights at McNabb and HWY21 in Southampton

 Repair degraded streets

 One side parking on side streets

 Remove 40kph limit on 6th concession

 Cyclists using North Shore Road in lieu of the bike trail.

 A roundabout at the end of the 10th and hwy 21

 Better signage

 Storing large motorhomes + vehicles creates visibility problems for
drivers and child safety

 Sidewalks / Paths conditions (give people a spot to walk)

 fewer traffic lights through town

 Make Bricker a one way road heading North

 Roundabout at Sparks' corners

 traffic near main streets - keep other highlights further fr main st &
water

 to many light intersections

 A bypass highway to reduce traffic in town.

 Bruce Rd to concession 10

 Re route Hwy 21 West in order to reduce downtown traffic; I have no
desire to shop when I know how difficult it is to park

 an alternative to main Street to get through town that is not through
neighbourhoods

 Perhaps more advanced left turns as some lights.

 Speedbumps or 4 way stops

 Less stoplights

 More through streets north to south like green st

 Install traffic light at HiBerry Farms

 more bike paths so fewer bikes on roads...I feel that Walk your
Wheels was premature as there are not enought bike paths in
Southampton for young families to ride safely on the roads.

 Advance green at Ivings & Goderich

 don't allow any more damn trafic circles

 make it 40 km all over town

 bypass
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 Turning lane at Ivings drive off of 21 from the South

 fewer curbs and sidewalks

 Make Bricker northbound and Waterloo southbound, one waystreets

 Bike lanes on CAW Rd.

 pedestrian & cycling over or under the highway at HiBerrys

 Turning lane at light northbound Hwy 21 at Ivings Drive

 Slowing down traffic speed on Goderich St

 remove stakes on corner of Adelaide & Lambert

 More extensive bike trails

 Bruce St./Stickel St. extension South to CR 25

 Bypass around Port Elgin & Southampton

 Coordinate stop lights through south end of Port Elgin

 Bike lanes

 Top of conc 10

 Round abouts

 Lights at Ralph’s intersection would add to safety

 Link 10th Conc to CAW Rd via Bruce St

 Less stop lights. They cause bottle necks

 Lights at the top of the 10th concession

 Bus available from Piet Elgin to Southampton

 coordinated lights

 Continuation of Bruce St to CR 25

 4 way stop sign at green and Waterloo due to visibility

 slower speed from SH to PE on Hwy 21 where there are 16
driveways in about5 km (1 per 300 m)

 left hand turn signal at the corner of Ivings Drive

 More sidewalks around northport

 Extending BRUCE st to CAW Rd

 20km speeds on residential streets crescents

 Reduce speed from 80 to 60kph on Concession 10

 Offering daily bus service during week from portelgin to Southampton
for those who need transportation

 Turn lane at highbury farm

 hiberey turning lane

 An alternate back road for cottagers to avoid downtown

 High-Berry and rail trail (need I say more ? )
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 Bike Paths

 If we are going to have this many stop lights, make sure they are in
sync through town. Like an advanced green at Ivings drive in the
afternoon from hydro traffic

 Four way stop at Joseph Street & Bruce street.

 No parking on Green St

 A pedestrian / cycle crossing Hwy 21 near HiBerry Farms

 Round-a-bout at the beer store corner in southamton

 Right turning lane into Wal-Mart off higher 21

 2 lanes between port and south

 Bikes crossing 21

 Quit putting 4 way stops everywhere. We need a route to get us out
of town without so many stops.

 Reduce the speed limit on the curve by South Street & Bruce Road 3

 Trafic Light by Hi Berry

 I want bike lanes to Kincardine and though out our region.

 Bypass to relieve congestion in downtown Port Elgin

 Stop Light at Tim Horton's intersection in Southampton

 Use of one way streets to improve traffic flow

 Lower curbs on alternative through streets to keep parked cars off the
Street

 Better signage for turn/through lanes

 Better flow on Goderich St.

 tie stoplights better on 21

 Consider making Bricker one-way heading north, and Waterloo one-
way heading south. Then making downtown more pedestrian
friendly.

 Open north south corridor i.e. Bruce Street from !0th conc to CAW Rd

 ensuring downtown hwy 21 bypasses on both sides of the hwy

 more EV stations

 More sidewalks

 Add 4 way stops around schools to increase safety for students.

 More operating traffic lights at intersections with highway 21

 Open Shipley to fenton dr...less traffic on main road

 stop lights at Hwy 21 and rail trail crossing

 Lines at intersections, especially those not at 90 degree angles

 A through road at Bruce street connecting lake range road and the 10
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consession

 Less distraction from drivers

 People correctly using the four lanes. They love that left lane and that
makes entering the highway nearly impossible during left hand turns
in heavy traffic. More people should learn to drive in the right.

 Another through town road parallel to hwy 21 on both east and west
side

 Remove useless stop signs

 Employees on Main Street parking right in front of businesses

 Traffic calming or stoplight from HiBerry's (at their expense). This is a
very dangerous area.

 Fewer stop lights, more traffic circles.

 Install yield signs instead of stop signs.

 Something done about the speeding and the amount of traffic on
Grosvenor St.S in Southampton

 more traffic enforcement

 Stop light at the beer store in Southampton

 Advanced left turn when headed north at LCBO corner

 More safety measures around schools so children can cross roads
safely. Finally got a crossing guard on Joseph street for Northport

 Using Waterloo and Bricker as bypass roads (closer to downtown)

 Increased police presence

 Expand highway 21 between Port Elgin and Southampton to four
lanes.

 A push button stop light on the RailTrail at Highway 21

 Bruce Street connecting to CAW Road, avoiding populated
neighborhoods.

 Something needs to be done on Gustavus Street between Waterloo
and Goderich Streets.

 Traffic speed limits to be enforced

 More enforcement at stop signs

 Alternative routes to avoid the main street

 60km Port to Southampton

 4 way stop on Groverir and High

 Better Nd safer ways to get down to the beach. Ie using bike.
Walking. Carsare going way to fast

 cycle lanes

 Improve flow of traffic through downtown Port Elgin
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 Reduce linear commercial development on Highway 21with tax
incentives to intensify commerce in existing downtowns.

 More police presence for speeders on residential streets

 Less lights

 build lights at dangerous and busy intersections e.g. Rail street and
Mcnabb in Southampton

 downtown by-pass for vehicles

 none

 rebank the curve south of Tim Hortons

 Roundabout at Sauble Road & 21

 Left turns onto 21 in Southampton are dangerous, esp. in summer

 Elderly and children very vulnerable in built up areas from speeding
cars and motor cycles

 Pedestrian light at hwy 21 and rail trail crossing

 fewer left turns on highway 21

 Removing huge planters on bumpouts

 better co-ordination of the traffic lights in Port Elgin

 PARKING SPACES

 Stop lights in area of Hiberries and county Road 3

 Alternate thoroughfare parallel to #21

 Lights at McNabb and Hwy 21

 Numerous streets have only one access point

 the intersection at Adelaide/Emerald and Grosvenor is very confusing
with the stop sign at Grosvenor and Adelaide but no stop sign at the
Emerald/Adelaide intersection; if you're not familiar with this
intersection (and many visitors in the summer turn off the highway
onto Adelaide, you are not expecting traffic coming from the west on
Adelaide to continue without stopping at Emerald

 Bike lanes

 none

 Use natural drainage . Curbs&storm drains pollute the lake

 Port Elgin's main street

 need a traffic light at McNabb & Hwy 21

 better lighting @ #21 and county road #3

 Take away the 4 lanes north and south of down town Port and make
it 2 lanes with a centre turning lane and two bike lanes one on either
side

 make bruce a through street from caw to 10th at independant asap
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 Collector roads relied too heavily by town. Overused especially in
summer. Used as bypass to hwy 21.

 Enhanced pedestrian and cycling infrastructure to help limit road
congestion

 Bike lanes

 The congestion on Goderich St when trying to get from one side of
Port to the other. If population is going to increase this will be an ever
increasing problem other than just in summer time.

 traffic lights in sync; respond to volume of traffic

 Lanes need to be clearly marked in places where 1 lane goes to 2
and vice versa eg in front of the blue mall, out of towners drive
through the parking spaces and lines

 Organize new streets to minimize stoplignts on Hwy 21

 reduced speed limit along concession 10

 reduce.the number of stop lights

 Bypass for large trucks

 Traffic light at hwy 21 and McNab street

 Reduce the number of street lights

 Port Elgin's main street

 By-pass - remove regional traffic

 Improved bike trails so can avoid driving

 Passing lane at HiBerry

 Turning lane at Hi-berry

 in vancouver they have traffic circles in neighbour hoods and allows
the traffic to flow and protect pedestrians

 Hiway 21 Bypass

 More road sensors at traffic lights or AI computer to monitor traffic
and change traffic lights appropriately

 Remove parking on Goderich between Catherine St. and Elgin St.
and add longer left turn lanes and provide better sight lines

 a by-pass that does not go through residential streets

 Walmart entrance should have been off the adjacent concession road

 Other roads are fine. I am a 6 month resident. What is the rush?

 A bypass to get around Port Elgin

 Protected turn signal at the corner of Goderich and Ivings to facilitate
traffic.

 Fewer traffic lights

 more off-road x-country and cycling trails
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 Change some of the collector road designations and improve these
roads. e.g. Wellington and River are known collector roads in the
community but are not currently to standard. Arlington is a collector
road and isn't used as one!

 access / exit Hiberry Farm market

 better light timing to move bruce power traffic thru downtown at busy
times

 Consider reducing sppelimit between Soutrhampton and Port Elgin.
Itsgetting busier every year.

 Traffic control at Highberry farms and Rail trail crossing

 lower the speed to 60 betwwen Southampton and Port Elgin

 Keep bikes off sidewalks !!!!!

 More parking

 Tree planting to help winter driving north of The Independent

 More sidewalks for pedestrians

 Make sure all stop streets have good visibility both ways.

 Add 1 lane in each direction to Southampton

 A bypass so you don’t have to drive through the whole town

 Possible stop light in burgoyne.

 a bypass for large truck deliveries

 Keep traffic routes close to downtown businesses

 Reduced speed limit at Highberry Farm / Rail Trail crossing

 shuttle to Main st business

 side walks and curbs

 Angle parking downtown makes it easier to pull in and out

 Rouabouts

 A bypass of town for workers that only travel through port Elgin and
have ZERO interest in going downtown Port Elgin (I.e. Bruce power
employees)

 Left turn lane on Ivings dr

 Build a rail trail overpass at 21 & HiBerry Farms

 There has to be something done about the bike crossing/rail trail
crossing on hwy

 21. I have seen so many close calls there...a tunnel or over the hwy
crossing is needed to keep both drivers and bikers, walkers safe.
When this was developed there was less traffic...now there is more
and this will only increase in the future with more tourism and also
more businesses there.

 make it 30 km in school zones
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 More traffic survelance by our police dept. to deter drivers from
jumping lights and stop signs.

 No parking on Goderich St. ...have free parking lots just off the main
St. This would make the turn lanes more manageable

 left hand turn lanes on east side of hwy at HiBerrys

 take bikes off of sidewalks

 A large, (expensive) bypass from North Bruce to past Chippewa Hill

 Finish Bruce St North and South

 Poor road surfaces to be improved

 More stop signs on Wellington St.

 No left turns during peak traffic times before 9am and 3-6 lm

 Some type of walkway at HiBerry Farm

 4 lane through town

 Smart co-ordinated signals at Gustavus and Green st

 Slower speeds on Huron Street South

 Pedestrian crosswalk at library corner

 Sidewalk on Elgin street to beach

 Fix the terrible lights downtown

 A truck bypass

 Turn lane for Highberry's, so dangerous

 Either four lanes between communities or turning lane at Highbury
farm

 advanced light at circle K for people turning

 Better stop signs around town

 Less stop lights

 Four way stop at Joseph & Waterloo Streets, dangerous for kids.

 Cycling trail connecting downtown Port Elgin to lakeshore cycling
trails

 pedestrian activated corner at Mac's in Southampton

 Safer crossing for bikes at HiBerryFarm

 Designate main routes and make the traffic flow.

 widen 21 though town

 Increase speed limits on HWY 21 to 90km/h. This would decrease
congestion, and shorten the commute times for tourists from
Kitchener and London. If 90 km/h works for Huron County, why not
Saugeen Shores?

 Official truck bypass from 6th conc (south Port Elgin to Burgoyne)
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 use of roundabouts

 no salt in the winter, sand only

 More bike lanes

 Increase use of one way roads

 Open Wellington st or bruce st to Conn.10

 More stop signs.

 Timed lights suck. Having to stop and wait on the highway in the
night time is extremely frustrating (Port Elgin)

 Safer bike lanes crossing hwy 21 on the rail trail

 Truck bypass

 Turning lane at Ivings drive

 Pedestrian traffic light at rail tray crossing by HiBerry's or other safety
measure.

 Lower hwy 21 speed limit at south drive intersection.

 Use more 4 way stops.

 slow down education

 Crossing light or passing lane a HiBerry

 Turning Lane at Hi-Berry and a fly over for the rail trail crossing there.

 Road flow near schools not sure what Waterloo street will be like
once extended. Concerned for children’s safety as it is so close to the
school.

 2-3 hour parking max on roads near the beach

 More stop signs and traffic lights

 Solving the hi-berry farm entrance, also the rail trail crossing nearby.

 Not having a walking/bike path into the North shore parking lot / boat
launch area. Entry into North parking lot is tight for boat trailers.

 By-pass through Carlisle and extra bridge over the Saugeen river to
divert traffic heading up the peninsula away from the town centres

 A bypass around the town

 Speed bumps on Huron St.

 Wider RSS to incorporate alternate means of transport (bikes) and
designated bike and walk routes

 Improve ability to turn left onto hwy in just about any part of Saugeen
Shores in the summer

 B line could be alternative route to Highway 21 north of Southampton

 More parking in port Elgin.

 Make people drive the speed limit on hwy 21, not 20 kms below it

 more bike lanes
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 none

 For safety purposes there should be a left turn lane coming from the
south to turn in to Hi. Berry market

 Roundabout at Bruce Rd 3 & 21

 I think 4 way stops would be safer on built up roads. At the moment
you are not sure who has right of way if not familiar with roads

 Reduced speed limits in town

 a bypass

 Removal of all signs, benches, lights, trees off bumpouts

 traffic calming measures

 Sidewalks should be a requirement in all new subdivisions

 the bumpouts at the Huron/High intersection are complicating the
trafficpattern, especially because traffic coming from the east on High
does not have tostop

 One way streets

 none

 huron St in Southampton becoming the main highway to Port Elgin as
a result of "improved safety like sidewalks"

 need crossing for trail at Highberry Farm

 reduced speed limits at HiBerry Farms

 Bike lanes on Con 10 between the lake trail and the Rail Trail

 Limited Traffic calming on collector routes needed. Some allow
raceways to cut thru half of town with no stop sign.

 Lower speed limit to 60km at Hwy 21 and South St.

 Hwy 21 south of Morpeth St car traffic. Again, if population is
increasing then car traffic will increase making it even busier along
Hwy 21 within Southampton all year round. It is becoming
increasingly hard to get onto the hwy if you are coming from the east
side. The three speed changes (80 to 60 to 50) in a relatively short
period of time does nothing and is seldom adhered to.

 more bypass routes to remove trucks from residential areas

 Bypass would be ideal, but probably too expensive

 bypass for large trucks and transports around saugeen shores when
travelling north south

 reduce the number of vehicles passing through town

 huron St in Southampton becoming the main highway to Port Elgin as
a result of "improved safety like sidewalks"

 improve signage (street names, attractions)

 Less stop signs along Wellington and Waterloo
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 enforce signs and vegetation that obscure visual paths of trying to get
across at stop signs.

 Extend Wellington St North to 10th Concession

 Street signs only, not "to the Beach, to the Library, to the Legion, to
this or that Church."

 Increase the speed sign visibility for the 80 zone between Port and
Southampton, congestion in this area is due to people driving 50
because they are either unaware or simply incompetent.

 Fix the danger at charbonneaus before a pedestrian is killed. 4 lanes
and create an underpass tunnel for pedestrians.

 Albert St./Hwy 21 in Southampton - mark off all the parking spots so
thatvisitors do not think it is a 4 lane freeway

 Better bypass of the downtown area to keep traffic moving north to
south

 More traffic lanes
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Question 10: How often do you WALK to get around yourcommunity?
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Question 11: What are your main purposes for WALKING trips (check all that apply)?
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Question 12: What is your level of comfort WALKING within Saugeen Shores?
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Question 13: How many kilometres do you WALK on a normal day (enter approximate number of
kilometres)?
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Question 14: What improvements to the pedestrian network would help

getting around by WALKING within Saugeen Shores?

 Slower traffic along Grosvenor & Victoria

 more sidewalks east of Hwy 21

 Sidewalks on Arlington St and Wellington St

 Sidewalks. Too many streets still don't have them.

 More extensive sidewalk network

 leave things as they are .....it's all good

 Create a few square blocks in Port Elgin and Southampton that would
be over- sized sidewalks and possibly covered or partly covered with
bus shelter type covers in order for people to drive to a municipal
parking lot and then exercise outdoors by walking with themselves,
dogs and children etc out of the snow and rain.

 winter sidewalk clearing

 sidewalks in south end of Southampton

 Close of section of Goderich from Gustavus to Elgin and turn it into a
pedestrian only area for shopping and restaurants etc. Similar to how
Blue Mountain and other "simulated" villages create very nice areas
to spend an evening

 more sidewalks

 Sidewalk plowing in winter, all of Huron Street to South Street

 Make sure all sidewalks lead to sidewalks

 Plowing of sidewalks in my residential are so I don’t have to walk on
the road

 sidewalks - level sidewalks

 the new street lighting in Southampton leaves large dark areas on
sidewalks,

 Sidewalk repairs

 More/Better Sidewalks

 Sidewalks on all streets

 none - very walkable

 More sidewalks

 Enforce 40kph limit on Green Street

 Sidewalks in all residential areas

 Upkeep /maintain

 removal of snow on all sidewalks
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 Turn farmers market Street into a plaza / Square

 Cut back hedges that grow over sidewalks

 Improve public walk paths to beaches.

 good already

 many streets do not have sidewalks or curbs

 Ban cycles from sidewalks

 Sidewalks that are plowed in winter (that’s been better lately)

 trails would have safety zones - better lighting

 stop people from driving through red lights

 Sidewalks

 more controlled crossing on major roads (more 4 way stops and
cross walks)

 get rid of uneven sidewalks

 Slowdown the traffic

 Walking options for winter

 A walking track would be great

 it's hard to get across in allotted time at crosswalks

 Enforce the “Walk Your Wheels” bylaw on Southampton beach
sidewalk ALL summer

 Sidewalks all need to be plowed or shoveled in winter! (this was
improved in the 2017-2018 winter)

 again...in the busy months I cannot cross hwy 21 except at the
lights....too few and far between in Southampton!

 sidewalk on Falconer St. east of Bruce Street

 having cyclists warn when passing so they don't scare you on the
trails

 enforce bylaw regarding bicyles and get them off the sidewalks

 side walks

 slow down traffic

 more traffic lights

 Maintain General maintenance

 more walking/biking trails in and around Southampton

 more benches for resting

 Keeping sidewalks cleared of snow and slush

 more crosswalk signs and signals
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 Water fountains

 Use town sidewalk snow removal equipment on more roads running
east west on beach side of main street

 Rail trail improvements crossing highway

 Traffic lights near Tim’s in South

 Walking trails

 Maybe more snow clearing of sidewalks and trails

 Stop light at Ralph’s intersection

 Side walk consistent on one side of st. I.e. Bricker, Emma street
sidewalk switches from left to right partway down the street

 Sidewalks on busy streets e.g.wellington

 make sure there is an accessible sidewalk on at least one side of
everystreet

 More sidewalks especially by the water park at The beach

 better sidewalks

 4 way Stop at Bruce and joseph

 sidewalk improvement on Huron Street where they slope toward the
street (people fall if using walkers)

 Improved street lights - very dark near Nodwell Park after sunset

 snow removed on sidewalks residents responsibility

 More sidewalks

 No bikes on beach boardwalk

 More 4 way stops to reduce accidents

 Improved sidewalk maintenance during winter

 More signs for trails

 no recommendations

 Sidewalk improvements

 All good

 Sidewalk on both sides of joseph street for kids safety

 The intersection of Joseph St to Waterloo St. Is very dangerous
especially during before school drop off and pick up after school.

 Easier access to cross highway in Southampton

 Addional ways to cross Highway 21 safely, especially near the blind
corners (Adelaide, Peel)

 Have the lights for pedestrians be automatic rather than having you
wait for them to change, only to find out they aren't going to change
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and you have to press the button and wait through a whole light

 Extend the Rail Trail thru to Adelaide Street which is currently just a
path

 None needed

 Wider side walks on busy street like our main highway and some of
our side streets

 Sidewalks on Hwy 21 from McNabb to Adelaide

 OFF ROAD BIKE/PEDESTRIAN path/trail Gobles Grove beach to
Highway 21, in fact all the way east to Rail Trail in behind Wal Mart

 Safer crossings at all major intersections

 A better gap between sidewalks and roads.

 something to slow down speeders on Eckford/Blanchfield

 Consistent sidewalk plan

 level uneven sidewalks

 The rail trail is such a beautiful feature in Port Elgin. I would like to
see some of the new sections of Saugeen Shores (ie Sandy Acres in
the north, Barry’s development in the South) mimic the rail trail by
creating a meandering walking path accessible to the public. This
could be a standalone feature, or make use of storm water drainage
paths.

 Wider sidewalks

 SIDEWALKS-with a bylaw that states snow must be removed within
24 hoursof snow falling

 A side walk along Steven/Harbour St. would improve safety
especially in the summer time with all of the traffic

 porous surface footpaths instead of sidewalks

 OK now

 More sidewalks where there aren’t any

 Add more sidewalks

 More sidewalks

 Sidewalks on more town streets

 More sidewalks

 Sidewalk improvements continued

 More sidewalks in Southampton

 More sidewalks along Steven's street especially by mailboxes and
splash pad

 Love the path at shore. Not good having bikes and skaters sharing
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 Nothing it’s easy to walk around town.

 I only walk where I feel safe and comfortable.

 More sidewalks

 Safe Hwy 21 crossing on rail trail

 Connect the trails by signage

 better sidewalks they are too uneven

 If parking was under control better you wouldn’t have to walk in the
middle of the road in between the cars parked on each side

 pedestrian crossing safety measures (crossing light) at rail trail near
highway

 All good

 Older areas that have sidewalks have driveway depression areas
which are trip hazards in some places. If this could be improved
somehow it would allow to improve the walking experience.

 sidewalks or trails along busy roads (ie. 10th concession from water
plant to the lake)

 Pedestrian crossing for rail trail across hwy 21 by highbury farms.

 More place to cross main street.

 clear the Southampton boardwalk in winter

 Side walk by the harbour around by the splash pad

 Public education on where to walk when there are no sidewalks

 Already good; lots of sidewalks and trails.

 Love the side walks you put in from Mary street all the way to
independent.

 Should require developers to develop 10% into parks / and
connected waling trails

 Increased sidewalks on both sides of streets

 Green Street access to Main Beach crossing diagonal is stupid.

 Provide a longer time for people to make it safely across the street at
lights.

 Crossing hwy 21 at the market

 A few more sidewalks in locations that have none now.

 Keep cyclists off the sidewalks

 I'm happy with all walking routes

 Winter sidewalk clearing

 no bicycles on sidewalks
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 Sudewalks on all major roads

 Bicycles walked on sidewalks

 Stop making improvements to the surface infrastructure of the roads
west of the highway in the cottage enclaves of Southampton more
suitable for driving at higher speeds and thus more dangerous to
children, walkers and cyclists. We are happier to share the roadways
with slow drivers than to be forced on to sidewalls to avoid speeders.

 No bikes or motorized vehicles on sidewalk with exception of
scooters for handicapped

 Incorporating biking and walkinganes into road ways

 slow traffic down

 Crossing streets in both downtowns

 sidewalks

 Better, wider sidewalks, walking paths

 More safe cross walks

 Walkway to cross hwy 21

 eliminate any vehicular traff [ bikes] on the rail trail

 More Street Lights

 Sidewalks on main streets

 do not make any of the exisitng streets in SOuthampton any wider,
ie., sidewalks and curbs are not needed. ,

 more and better snow removal from sidewalks to avoid walking on
the road

 Divert summer tarffic away from 21

 All-Way stop at High & Victoria

 Okay as is

 4way stop signs to stop speeding traffic in built up areas

 Hwy 21 bypass around the community

 A better way of crossing Highway 21 near Hi-Berry Farm during
summermonths

 more great paths

 Everything is fine the way it is

 better trail system

 More lanes turned into walkways and bike paths such as the one off
greystreet.

 Removal of bumpouts, no one stops at stopsign anymore. They now
stop at end of bumpout to look around HUGE planter!
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 keeping cyclists off the sidewalks

 sidewalks that don't drop unexpectedly for driveways

 BENCHES

 Decreased speed limits for vehicles.

 Shoulders paved

 A better sidewalk system.

 Sidewalks

 make one lane of the 2-lane bike/pedestrian lanes (that go from
South St. along the lakeshore into Port Elgin)strictly for bikes and one
strictly for pedestrians; it's very dangerous now, especially when
bikers don't give notice that they're passing pedestrians, and that
happens very often

 we need speed control on traffic in neighbourhoods, especially in the
summer

 Wider sidewalks

 A sidewalk between Southampton and Port Elgin

 Maintain paths

 Keep it rustic in the traditional beach area in South so that people do
not speed

 Smaller roads, speed bumps in high traffic areas

 more sidewalks

 a light at beer store to create a break in traffic flow

 keep the streets small/narrow to help restrict speeding.

 a cross walk between mcdonalds and ralphs

 Crosswalks for the schools should be more obvious.

 obvious painted and signed crosswalks on ALL STREET CORNERS
within a 2 block radius of every school. push button crossing lights for
busy intersections like bruce street and waterloo.

 more sidewalks

 Lack of lighting on streets especially since LEDs introduces. Spread
is not good and there are dark spots.

 more connecting link from rail trail to downtown

 Shade trees

 Public transportation

 sidewalks around St Joseph School pick up at the end of day is
dangerous with children walking on the road and around and
between parked cars
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 As previously stated easier crossing of the highway south of Morpeth
St. The light there has only improved crossing at that spot.

 plow rail trail in the winter

 Keep up with adding sidewalks where they currently don’t exist eg
stretches of Arlington

 Better trail networks connecting downtown with other areas

 increased number of sidewalks

 Wider sidewalks

 Crosswalk at hwy 21 and McNab

 Crosswalk lights or painted markings at Grosvenor crossing High
Street

 Cleared sidewalks in winter months.

 None, I think things are pretty good for walking

 Keep it rustic in the traditional beach area in South so that people do
not speed

 add more sidewalks/paths

 Improved tail network to go south of town

 More sidewalks and cross lanes

 Need quick link between South and Port; maybe a small bus taking
shoppers

 Bruce Street does not have sidewalks aligned with each other at the
johnston street corner. this means crossing a now heavily used road
where there is no 4 way stop.

 Please do something about the Rail Trail on Hwy 21. MTO doesn't
care and to my knowledge has only down traffic studies in the "off
peak" seasons.

 Again, stop the speeders, next to the walkers on Northshore Road

 The sidewalk along the east side of Albert St between Morpeth and
the beer store is slanted in places so it is hard for seniors to walk,
winter in particular, to Rexall and there is no sidewalk past the Rexall
to businesses further south

 Continue putting sidewalks on streets leading to parks, places of
worshipetc (schools, and downtown are well served)

 Less heavy traffic

 Sidewalks

 Winter walking facility
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Question 15: How often do you CYCLE to get around yourcommunity?
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Question 16: What are your main purposes for CYCLING trips (check all that apply)?
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Question 17: What is your level of comfort CYCLING with SaugeenShores?
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Question 18: How many kilometres do you CYCLE on a normal day (enter approximate number of
kilometres)?
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Question 19: What improvements to the cycling network would

help getting around by CYCLING within Saugeen

Shores?

 dedicated roadside cycling lanes

 Safe routes to schools

 Bike lanes.

 Bike lanes

 no improvements needed

 continue with some streets being designated and improved to
connect with trail system only

 clear views at intersections in older residential areas

 bike routes to the shore--on road or off road

 Expand trail system to create more loops

 cyclists awareness education program

 Cross walk at High Bury Farms on Highway 21

 Pedestrian network is not the cycling network

 None

 Crossing mechanism at HiBerry

 keep the bikes off the sidewalks

 Cycling lanes

 Bike lanes

 two way bike lane on west side of bridge in southampton (to allow
connection between north and south sides of town without having to
cross highway (twice)).

 More bike lanes

 Enforce all speed limits better

 Extend the path from South street into Southampton

 Crosswalk where rail trail crosses 21

 More adventurous terrain.

 Bike lane from South street north to downtown Southampton road is
wide enough already

 Making sure bikers obey traffic laws

 Upkeep / Maintain

 an overpass or light at the rail trail crossing near Highberry Farms

 We need a protected trail for bikes from downtown to the main beach.
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Perhaps convert one of the laneways to a bike path and walking trail

 Cycling and pedestrians should have separate lanes

 If cyclists would follow rules of the road...

 My children bike: more cycling lanes, paved shoulders

 Controlled crossing on the rail trail across Gustavus

 Slowdown the traffic

 I cycle nearly daily from April-Nov/Dec. The main issue (for me) with
cycling within Saugeen Shores is the lack of bicycle lanes on the two
lane section of Goderich north of downtown. The traffic moves at a
high rate of speed forcing bicycles onto the sidwalk. Segregated
cycle lanes along Goderich would be fantastic!

 More initiatives reminding drivers of cyclist safety

 lights on hwy 21

 more bike trails

 lessen the steep inclines on the path along the beach

 re the crosswalk for highway 21 at Hyberry

 Bike Lanes on CAW Rd.

 over or under pass on hwy near HiBerrys for rail trail

 Bike lanes to places like Paisley, Salble

 Reducing overall summer traffic with a Saugeen Shores bypss (North
Bruce to Chippewa Hill)

 Keep bikes off sidewalks

 Fewer parked cars on Huron St.

 Continued care and upgrading of rail trail

 More trails

 Bike lanes on Goderich and Gustavo’s Streets

 cycling path from the north beach cycling path (in Port Elgin) to at
leastGobles Grove

 Improvements to the rail trail

 Clean sidewalks in winter

 continue to improve railtrail

 More bike lanes

 More bike lanes as roads are rehabilitated

 Nothing

 Need a bike lane on Goodrich st
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 the crossing on Miramichi Road is dangerous where it is-I think
having it on the flat area would be safer.

 Designated bike paths

 crossing at railtrail on Highway 21

 Biking signs

 More bike trails

 Once again a trail along the 10th so I can walk/bike to town

 Rent bikes to ride around. I don't have a bike here

 Widen CAW rd. and provide lane for cyclists

 Bike Paths

 All good

 Cycling lanes on hwy 21

 Connecting trails for downtown and lakeshore trails

 paved shoulders on all roads

 Bike lanes

 Better connections between designated bike trails

 Crossing 21 from rail trail

 Same as comments on walking

 Hwy 21 in town is downright dangerous! Cars open doors in front of
you and there is not much room for a cycler between the parked cars
and moving vehicles. A bike lane would be awesome.

 As above, extend the Raiil Trail (across from Square Deal Neil’s)Trail
thru to Adelaide Street

 More share the road signs

 wide bike lanes everywhere especially on the main street

 Extend the Rail Trail into downtown Southampton

 Off road bike Lane Gobles Grove to Highway 21, in fact all the way to
Rail Trail on Concession 6 to link with trail in behind Wal Mart

 A path to the grocery store for bikes/bikes shouldn't be on the
sidewalk and 21is too dangerous there

 Controlled crossing at Highway 21 and SRTrail

 No cycling on sidewalks

 Designated cycling lanes

 Saugeen Shores has the ability to create one of the best cycling
destinations in the area, and provide an environment which
encourages eco-commuting. However, it’s discouraging to see
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recent development focused on maximizing population density rather
than creating a livable community. Evidence of this is removal of trails
for housing on Concession 10 and Beiners trails. We need to start
encouraging builders to setup housing developments that include
biking trails that link to existing trails.

 Bike lanes

 bicycle lane close to downtown to promote safe cycling

 Do you really mean pedestrian network in this question??

 Marked cycling lanes on Huron street out to South street.

 Bike paths around town

 One way streets with bike lanes

 Designated bike lanes

 More 4 way stop signs

 Cycle lane

 do NOT cycle on sidewalks

 Expanding on bike lanes and trails

 More cyclist lanes on side streets

 Better crossing on rail trail. Hwy. 21

 Safe Crosswalks across Hwy 21

 Bike lanes

 Families riding abreast , mostly tourists. Dangerous.

 Cyclists actually following the rules of the road.

 Dedicated bike lanes

 Safer crossing on Hwy 21 on the rail trail by Hi Berry

 Connect trails

 More bike paths

 Parking of cars off road ways dodging and weaving in cars not great

 more bike lanes

 All good

 dedicated bike lanes

 downtown southampton is not very cycle friendly - angled parking
makes it dangerous to ride on the main street

 Lighting along rail trail

 cycling paths along the roadway

 Wider streets for cyclists
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 Public education for drivers and bikers

 Love the bike/walking path between Southampton and Port Elgin
along the lake

 See my comment previously regarding crossing hwy 21 between port
and south

 Need some trails heading east to west to connect rail trail and great
lakes trail

 See previous comments

 North shore parking lot / boat ramp is a stupid place to have
walking/bike a path enter.

 The only issue I have is when people drive up to a stop sign too
quickly and I think they are going to run it and hit me. They also don’t
stop at the line but several feet passed it. That is the drivers fault.

 Crossing Hwy 21 at the Market

 It would improve cycle safety if we could direct cyclists to use Mill or
ElginStreets more in Port Elgin, and not Green St, especially not the
Green St hill coming up from the beach.

 Cyclist education

 bike path to Sauble Beach

 Special lanes and allowances for bicyclists

 More bike lanes

 Parking on single side of all roads

 4 way stop sign at High Street and Grosvenor in Southampton. Or a
roundabout.

 More stop signs on Huron St.

 See above

 cycle paths

 Crossing hwy at the Rail Trail by Highberry

 bike path along hwy 21

 Bikes lanes too narrow

 cycling paths along highway 21

 Cycling lanes

 Bike Paths

 driver knowledge - need it safer both bike and car

 none. If streets widened, cyclists are endangered as cars travel
faster.

 educate cycylists from out of town
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 safer hwy 21 crossing on rail trail

 cycle lanes on Victoria, Albert, Grosvenor & Huron in Southampton

 Rail trail is too crowded in July and August with unsafe markings that
people do not follow.

 Pedestrian light at rail trail and hwy 21 crossing

 Better way of crossing Highway 21 near Hi-Berry Farm during
summermonths

 bike lanes on streets with heavy car traffic.

 Bicycle lanes

 pedestrian light on rail trail at Highway 21 near Hiberry

 designated bike lanes

 Make the old lanes into paths, restore the old boardwalk to Bay
Street,

 Removal of bumpouts

 cyclists need to obey the rules

 separated bike lanes

 Bike racks at bottom of Bay street & a bench

 Paved shoulders on outskirts of town

 More sidewalks.

 Shoreline path is dangerous and difficult in several places.

 bike lanes

 Share the road signs and education

 none

 Sidewalk between Port Elgin and Southampton on Albert St (Hwy 21)

 Improve east-west connector roads to include bike lanes- South
St/road10/county rd 25

 Leave the lanes and traditional beach area alone. People drive down
them with their feet on the brakes. If you add curbs and sidewalks
you encourage speeding. Ask the Bay Street residents.

 more bike lanes

 bike lanes

 keep streets narrow, and more stop signs. reduce speed limits on all
streets except albert to 30kph

 Bike lanes

 love the shoreline trail and nodwell for the little ones. nodwell could
usepainted shapes/games for little ones to use.
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 bike lanes

 Clearly marked routes especially if shared.

 More bike lanes or paved shoulders

 Public transportation

 allow children to bike on the sidewalks

 There needs to be more adherence by cyclists to the rules of the
road. And not just rules of the road but common sense rules - riding
single file, not riding in the middle of the road, bike lights at night

 bike lanes on major roads

 Easier link between main beach & Gobles Grove

 Crosswalk or chevron markings at Grosvenor/High Street

 Complete the proposed Hwy 21 Bypass for Port Elgin

 Leave the lanes and traditional beach area alone. People drive down
them with their feet on the brakes. If you add curbs and sidewalks
you encourage speeding. Ask the Bay Street residents.

 Sidewalks

 Status quo

 Cycling paths

 more sercure bicycle parking downtown and attractions

 Improved crossing of 21

 Vehicle parking on streets where there are no sidewalks needs to
stopped

 Wider trails in Southampton

 need quick connection between South. and Port.

 enforceable no parking by high use areas i.e. schools

 More sidewalks

 See above re: sidewalk construction.....

 more multi use trails needed to keep bkies off of the main streets

 Incorporate bike lanes going forward

 Do you mean Walking or Cycling? Think I just did Walking

 Upgrade sidewalk along east side of Albert St Morpeth to Rexall

 (this question likely about biking) Good bike trails between Port Elgin
and Southampton. Could be better signed to MacGregor point (via
the shore road / gobbles grove / Gore Drain)

 None

 Less heavy vehicle traffic
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 lower speed on hwy 21

 Bike lanes on Cty Rd 25, Conc. 10, South Street from Rail Trail to
Lake

 Enforcement of existing speed limits.

 Slower traffic speeds

 possibly change 4-lane highway 21 to three lanes with a cycling
space on either side and a turn left right feature in the middle

 redo Highberry crossing at a set of lights

 Provide a trail from grocery stores to residential areas to promote
using bicycle for small grocery trips

 more bike lanes where possible

 Cross walk at McNabb at highway 21, at the Beer Store

 Cycling lanes on Goderich street would be wonderful or on another
majorstreet

 clearly defined cyclig paths on roads

 More/Better places to lock up

 Slow moving bikes allowed on downtown bricked area next to
sidewalks

 paved shoulders (county road 3 - Burgoyne to Doll Road)

 Less traffic

 Extend bike path to Southampton flag and further north

 Create a bike path in the south end of town

 Smoother rail trail in the township.

 Join both downtowns to rail trail and shore bike paths

 bicycle stands at more locations around town

 The town has done a good job of maintaining current trails, but we
need to start creating some new trails if we want a truly bike friendly
destination

 Bicycle boulevards on Market, Stafford, Catherine, and maybe
Joseph

 Slowdown the traffic

 Eliminating parked cars along Goderich in the downtown would also
make cycling *much* safer downtown.

 more paths or bike lanes on Huron St.

 keep off sidwalks

 Keep up the good maintenance of trail system
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 cycle/walking trail/paving from Carlyle to rail trail on east side of hwy

 Water fill stations on major cycling routes (no need to be winterized)

 bike lanes

 Better street lighting

 pave or stonedust railtrail from beginning to end

 Wider streets

 improve bike lanes

 Eliminate/restrict motor vehicles in some areas

 Signage for bike rules downtown

 Cycling is actually very good -I would like education of young cyclists
to keep to the right (curb) side and to WEAR HELMETS-I have
advocated this for years. Kincardine has signs (I can send you a
photo-I did send to Cheryl Grace) - enforcing the law of helmet
wearing is a joke. I would be glad to serve on a committee.

 Room for bikers to be safe

 Segregation from road

 Once again reducing the speed on the 10th - so dangerous

 Safer cycling intersection at Hwy 21 near HiBerry Farms

 paved shoulders on all roads

 Designated crossing at highway 21 and mcnabb

 Have a cycle/pedestrian first/right of way. Sanibel Island inFlorida has
this and cars must stop for pets and bikes. If you have main
thoroughfares for cars ( few lights or stops) cars will use those routes
as it would be faster and cyclists and peds would be more free to use
the other, less busy routes.

 Bike Lanes on Hwy 33

 Have alternative bike routes through town so that we don't have to be
on the main highway

 Improve connector links between Rail Trail and beach bike path

 Bike Lanes Concession 10 and eventually South Street

 Stop putting woodchips on the woodland/biener trail

 To road edging storm drains and low curbing.

 Become a cycling town & make that known so people are more bike
aware

 Perhaps some of the uninhabitable land located near the CAW Wind
Turbine could get turned into a biking / walking trails.

 Improvement to crossing HwY 21 ON RAIL TRAIL
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 To improve cycling network, have a bike lane along 12 from CAW
road all the way to B-line

 Marked cycling lanes out past dump/ along Doll sideroad and all the
way into PE.

 Bike paths on Bruce Rd 33 towards Bruce Power

 More paths

 More bike lanes

 More bike lanes on parallel roads to Hwy 21

 Paved shoulders

 Enforce walk your bike at boardwalk

 More education on routes

 connect (shortcut) between Izzard and Shipley with paved trail for
road bikes. Then I could commute to work easier.

 ability to cycle on sidewalks along busy streets

 Cyclist path on township roads

 More room for bikes along road, especially on High St.

 New developments should be more bike friendly. South side of town
is poor for walking and biking. Ie. Mostly used for cars bypassing
downtown, no trails to get off busy roads

 Have setbacks from major stop signs so you can see traffic.

 More bike racks

 It is very dangerous to bike with all the traffic on any mIn corridor

 More shoulder room on new/improved construction of streets

 Too many summer speeders, impatient, erratic drivers.

 pedestrian or cyclist activated lights near hy-berry farms

 Walkway to cross hwy 21

 separated bike lanes

 bike lanes

 Better enforcement of speed limits

 keeping existing side streets and laneways without sidewalks that will
result in higher car traffic and speeds.

 bike trails throughout the community

 Make a bike lane up high street.

 Make high street bike free

 bike lanes for the widest roads
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 decreased speed limits for cars and traffic calming infrastructure

 Linking trails

 Needs improvement. Many bikers do not have bells to alert
pedestrians.

 one-way streets on lanes in Southampton which have heavy cycling
use,especially in the summer

 Bike lanes; Bike lanes only on major routes.

 Cyclists have taken over Southampton which is good if they obey the
rules of the roadu

 the bmx park could use funding. the paved trail there should be
extended around in a loop for little ones to learn in a safe space.

 Enhanced signage to destinations

 Crosswalk or better right of way markings for pedestrians at
Victoria/High Street

 snow removal of paths in winter

 pedestrians are at risk on roads with no side walks and parking on
both sides. for example when people are going to the Salvation Army
store, they will park on both sides. when the market is on green street
they are parking on both sides. views are impaired for vehicles and
pedestrians.

 Add a sidewalk out to Climate Clinic on Railway St

 Bike paths to schools potentially
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Question 20: Are there any other comments or questions that you

want to provide regarding existing transportation

conditions or future transportation needs withinSaugeen

Shores?

 Improved cycling and pedestrian infrastructure if invested in, will
proof beneficial long term because the public will be more likely to
choose to walk or cycle if they feel safe and supported by
infrastructure. Traffic and congestion will continue to increase as the
community grows. The Transportation Master Plan will help to
determine how best to manage traffic flow and I hope that active
transportation is strongly considered with equal weight. The majority
of residents within the "urban" areas of Port Elgin and Southampton
live within 2 km of most facilities and amenities they need to access
regularly. When safe options for using alternate modes of
transportation are available, people will start to change their
behaviour.

 Reliable alternatives to motor vehicles. Some kind of transit.

 The SS Trolley is an excellent service, as someone who does visit
Port Elgin/Southampton in the winter months too, would prefer not to
drive and so public transit at least between the two urban
communities would be excellent. I would love to take the intercity bus
in and be able to get around on local transit and on foot. I do
understand that as a rural area, we will not see buses every 10
minutes but a basic fixed route network would benefit Saugeen
Shores.

 Yes I have more. I am an elected councillor in Port Elgin and look
forward to a more detailed discussion. Thank you. Neil Menage

 snow plow mountains at end of residential driveways a problem for
seniors especially

 Would a scheduled bus route between South and Port cut down on
traffic?

 There is essentially no parking downtown on Goderich, so we might
as well close it off to traffic and promote pedestrian traffic to create a
social atmosphere like town squares in European cities. Provide more
parking on Bricker and Waterloo so that you can park there and walk
to the downtown core.

 transportation needs to go from one end of our community thru to the
other Canadain Tire Walmart and IGA should be included.

 Traffic is getting worse as more people come to SS. Also, the through
traffic is getting heavier as people use 21 to get to the peninsula.

 Remember more payment encourages more driving, it really is that
simple so be cautious with your building

 Should be an affordable means of getting between communities
locally
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 We need a bus system operating at least during the week

 Cycling is very good - paved shoulder on HWY13 is a god send and
really opens up recreational cycling options. Love the bike path
between Port Elgin and Southampton! Woodland trail is a delight.
Great recreational options exist already, which makes this a great
town in which to live!!!

 The solution to more housing through port elgin seems to be more
traffic lights. Make a bypass with less lights for those not requiring
amenities down town. Southampton streets are crumbling apart, fix
them.

 Improve visibility at stop streets for oncoming traffic. Approaching
Green Street from Bruce is visibility restrictive with vehicles and
greenery. Also stop sign at Joseph Street approaching from west to
east is visibly restricted with crosswalk and greenery and parked cars
on both sides of street.

 There is too much speeding in town. Makes a lot of activities less
safe. Green Street and Gustavus heading west especially

 As the town expands, bus transportation may be required to enable
residents to get around.

 Cyclists should be discouraged from biking on N. Shore Road! There
is a bike path!

 Community involvement in ride sharing, possibly incentives, until
shuttle or periodic service becomes viable. Multiple
vehicle/motorhome driveway and street parking is serious problem for
walkers, bikers, motorized wheelchairs as well as drivers in many of
our neighbourhoods. Requires attention.

 Would the town ever consider a proper snow groomer for a network
of ski trails to bring more winter tourism?

 Rumours are some thinking off putting bicycle lanes in downtown
Southampton by removing angle hopefully this rumour only

 Northbound traffic from HWY 21 needs to be greatly improved when
it comes to Ivings dr. Often congested south of Lake Ridge Dr
intersection to the point of people not able to turn out of the Walmart/
Canadian Tire parking lot to go North. Instead easier to take Bricker!

 A local bus service is needed, especially as more and more seniors
are moving to our community. All construction including round about
and lights are for commuters to Bruce Power with very little for
walkers and cyclists.

 Residents should not block sidewalks with vehicles, snow from their
driveways, or untrimmed hedges.

 Bring the shuttle as far north of Red Bay and south to Kincardine.

 Paving company that is used in Saugeen shores should be
terminated, example New bridge work on Gustauvis (bad) and at
Devanshire
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 I love the layout of Kincardine with a downtown overlooking the water
and the highway further west reflecting a commuter speed. And yet
they still have a vibrant downtown core. I am less likely to stop and
shop if I have to deal withso much congestion that I can’t even park.
By not having a detour around downtown you are forcing lots of traffic
on residential roads. Please don’t make Bruce St a bypass through
town. Kids use that road to walk to and from school.

 with the growth of new neighbourhoods there will need to be more
lights or roundabouts to keep traffic moving across Hwy 21 or onto it.
Traffic alongShore Rd is getting very busy and it is a mix of visitors
and residents - will there be alternatives to get across town without
going to Hwy 21?

 Do not make Bruce street a bypass for the town as the area does not
wantmore traffic here

 pavement in the older neighbourhoods, is not in great shape

 I would like non licensed electric vehicles like golf carts approved for
transportation on 40 km zoned streets. Would help for grocery
shopping and general cheap transportation. The Americans do it.

 I think we need to prioritize the safety of children over the
convenience of vehicles. To me this means making designated
school routes through town to get younger kids to the three
elementary schools. These would require controlled crossings at all
major roads, and also reduced speed areas and community safety
zone bylaws to significantly increase fines along school routes.

 We need to slowdown the traffic. People are not obeying the speed
limits. More police trafficking. We need to slowdown green street,
there is too long of a stretch with no stops. Waterloo and green street
intersection is traitorous. We need to slow down the traffic. Two
newer four way stops were put in on Waterloo and it helps a lot. The
town is growing in a very fast pace and we are not prepared as of yet.
Bruce street should be a bypass until a better solution is
implemented.

 Really need to work on getting traffic moving during rush hour

 get rid of the trucks in downtown

 My main complaints with transportation within SS is the amount /
speed of traffic through Port Elgin's downtown which makes for a
sub-optimal pedestrian experience. The lack of segregated cycling
lanes along Goderich is also a safety concern for me as I am often
pulling a trailer with children in it. There are north-south alternatives,
but the amount of stop-signs on them can be frustrating. Cycling
lanes on Waterloo and Bricker would also definitely benefit cyclists as
those are the main alternatives to Goderich, but also have a relatively
high volume of fast moving traffic. Thank you for asking for public
feedback :)

 Lets preserve the forested areas along Southampton rail trail and all
pathways, trails....stop housing development
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 If Saugeen Shores is going to continue to promote tourism I feel that
the area is not yet ready for that increase. In the summer the traffic on
South St has become unsafe as everyone is parking on both sides of
the street for beach access. The three way stop is great at South St
and Huron...if you cansee...not always possible as it is too cluttered
with cars, bikes, people. Also...traffic is too fast on Miramichi road.
There are a lot of kids with their families biking. This needs to be
addressed.

 Slow down the traffic on Bruce St. north of Market

 lower speed limits on the 10th concession; lower speed limits by Hi
Berry farm entrance and the RT crossing

 add more trolley routes

 we bus to go shopping

 Retrain drivers, consideration for medical scooters, slow down drivers

 More crack down on Speeding cars around Town

 Very big need for a daily bus service between Southampton & Port
Elgin like the trolley in the summer but all year round. buy & reopen
the mini train at the Port beach.

 Trail crossing at Hiberry Farms could have a flashing orange sign or
something more to warn motorists of the crossing. Discourage
parents from picking up kids at schools. There are many cars idling
outside every school when the kids could be walking or riding their
bikes home.

 need more accessible transportation services

 buses would be nice

 More sidewalk clearing in winter would be nice

 Convince Charbonneau's to sell produce downtown by utilizing
vacant lot east of old arena as a farmer's market. It makes more
sense for a few pickup truck loads to come in from the farm than for
hundreds of vehicle trips per day to Highberry. Eliminate Coulter Park
outdoor merchant show on Wednesday's - incorporate it into Farmers
Market. Eliminate Beach market on Wednesday's - do these people
pay taxes? Are they selling licensed/legitimate merchandise? Do they
actually attract anybody to Port Elgin?

 Buses: It is not possible to take a bus to Kitchener/Waterloo area
from Port Elgin. There are probably lots of other places inaccessible
from Saugeen Shores. There must be some opportunity for a
technological solution for scheduling such trips on an opportunistic,
irregular schedule using phone apps, to cut down on the cost of
having a lightly used, regularly scheduled run.

 A lot of drivers ignore stop signs.

 watch Christopher Drive and Lisa Lane

 Speed limit between PE and South on Hwy 21 should be lowered.
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 Need a lot more enforcement of driving laws near rail trail crossing of
highway by Highberry Farm. For example no passing on shoulders.

 The rail trail is amazing and we are lucky to have it. To encourage
biking a dedicated lane on the roads would be great. Traffic will only
increase in the future. People will be taking back streets to avoid the
main street. Streets like Waterloo, Bruce, Bricker and Wellington will
become more dangerous for walkers, bikers, etc. This should be
addressed somehow.

 Traffic lights & bike trails

 Public transportation ..with increased # of seniors , will be more
difficult to get volunteers to drive . Transportation between the towns
will. Become more necessary as we age.

 Rail trail is so great to have. We are lucky to be able to enjoy this and
alsothe north shore walking/biking trail.

 It is extremely hazardous crossing highway 21 at HiBerry Farm, both
cycling and turning by car. It can also be hazardous walking across
the road (Bricker Street) at the post office - people are driving
extremely fast along Bricker and through that intersection, especially
near end of day.

 Do not add curbs and sidewalks to lanes and older beach
neighbourhoods

 Many people are on a limited budget due to disabilities and collecting
OSDP. They cannot afford cab's to get groceries etc. Many senior's
have lost their driver's license for various reason's, and on a very
limited income and cannot afford cab's. Many people that are
employed full time cannot afford to keepcar's on the road to get to
work-due to high rental cost's in the area and no available income to
purchase a used car that will be expensive in repairs-cannot afford
insurance. A very well planned bus route would benefit so many
people in my opinion!

 Maintain the bridges in Saugeen Township, and upgrade some loose
surface roads to tar and chip

 Kids walking to Northport need a safer option at Bruce/Joseph, and at
Joseph/Waterloo. Cars drive too fast through those intersections
without looking. Someone is going to die. One alternative is a
crosswalk. A maintained trail from Bruce/Joseph to the school yard
through the park would divert a lotof traffic off Joseph St.

 Hwy 21 should be a 60 speed limit all the way to Port Elgin-there is a
driveway about every 300 m plus the dangerous trail crossing. If not,
then the change to 80 presently on a curve at South Street should be
changed AFTER the turn off to Burgoyne. Another item would be
parking on the streets, especially of RVs and trailers -

 Speeds need to be posted lower on crescents, residential streets to
say 20 km/hr for the safety of residents

 The cul-de-sacs need speed reduction to 20km. I live on one and
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mainly in the summer people travel to fast and we don't have
sidewalks. There need to be more street signs, esp at Division.
Everyone missed that turn.

 I have had a number of clients tell me they use the trolley bus during
summer to go to hospital for appointments. I feel a trial of a bus that
runs 5 days a week from 8-4 pm would be beneficial to both
communities and support our lower income individuals

 Please keep free parking! It's such a nice feature to the town.

 More policing of speeders on Goderich street

 Lets use our tax dollars to fix tax payers problems, not make it easier
for tourists to get around. Our town is booming lets jot bring more
tourists to the area. Ensure the people that live here are
accomodated and we will soend iur miney in town without relying on
tourists. In the summers i dont even want to deive through port wlgin
due to he amount of traffic. I go around through burgoyne to get to
southampton.

 I'm very impressed with the improvements to cycling infrastructure
that Saugeen Shores has made in the last 10 years - congratulations
and I look forward to continued improvements in this area. Thanks!

 stop lights in port elgin need to be timed better. Roads need to be
brought up to standards. Drainage issues on Victoria street need to
be addressed at Spence.. Adelaide between Breadalbane and
Victoria is broken down and no wider than a path

 Please install an advanced green light (and/or advanced left) by the
lights at Circle K convenience store. Also, it would be wise to create a
right turning lane into Wal-Mart (off 21). It gets incredibly congested
in the afternoon between concession 6 and circle K. This would
improve the flow of traffic between this stretch of pavement.

 Need low cost transport for low income.

 Bike racks for bike locking downtown Southampton are great and
we’re long over due.

 Dual bike lane on the west side of the bridge across the Saugeen
River

 Cycling and Walking are so much healthier than driving. I try not to
drive but cycling is so dangerous especially on 21 and there are not
good alternative routes or wide sidewalks to make it safe. Please
connect with other counties and make our roads safe for cyclists

 We need a stop light at the Rail Trail and Hwy 21 at Hi-Berry Farms.
It is nearly impossible to cross the highway in the summer and it is
extremely dangerous. It could be a light activated only by pushing a
button to cross.

 PLEASE.. left hand advanced turning lane at Ivings Drive... PLEASE
bike lanes or off road on County Road 25.. PLEASE set of stop lights
around vacinity of Tim Hortons in Southampton
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 More consideration be given to bike and pedestrian traffic during all
four seasons. Ie bike lanes snow removal on section of trails for
walking. A share the road share the trails approach be adopted.

 I think it is important to maintain the rural/rustic feel of the cottage
areas in Southampton (mostly Huron street and west)-
money/improvements better focused on alleviating north/south traffic
on Highway 21 near High Street, Saugeen River and Port Elgin main
business district. Those areas can be dangerous, particularly for
bikers.

 Traffic is dangerous on Gustavus near the Salvation Army Store.
They have no parking and often double parked vehicles obstruct
traffic.Customers there also use other private business parking
causing issues. Customers meander across traffic as though it is
simply a parking lot. Can they not locate to an appropriate location?
Walmart would not exist downtown without customer parking

 Quit wasting money on things like widening, sidewalks and curbs on
Chantry View. Think before you destroy the ambiance of the town.
There are other alternatives to explore before you turn the town into a
Toronto subdivision.

 More advanced left turns at traffic lights on a consistent basis

 Very concerned about the increase in traffic levels/speed on Bruce
street and future plans as a "BYPASS" which will make the issue
much worse. This street runs right through the heart of the western
residential area of town, Many families walk, cycle along and cross
this street. Fully support the need for a collector road servicing the
area but not for other through traffic. I have been told there are even
plans for stoplights along Bruce indicating a substantial planned
increase--I would expect that all effected residents would be kept fully
informed of plans including traffic studies etc. The "small town" charm
of this area is in jeopardy!!

 More patio space downtown would be nice

 Construction vehicles should not travel through existing residential
neighbourhoods - they should access the new construction area
through a dedicated construction route. Example, vehicles of every
size, including loaders, cement trucks, etc travel on Mary St, Joseph
St and Highland St for construction north of these neighbourhoods
which include a seniors residence and an elementary school while
Devonshire Rd should be the access route. Very poor planning!!!

 Due to night vision deteriorating with the aging population in Saugeen
Shores, a form of public transportation that would operate until
midnite would allow many seniors to enjoy events in our community.
An inclusivecommunity!

 I don’t think that cars need to moving anywhere any faster. We need
to be implementing more 4 way stops around Saugeen Shores -
especially near schools and areas where cars tend to speed up.
Getting somewhere 30seconds faster is not as important as personal
safety.
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 Crossing the highway on the rail trail near highberry farm can be
dangerous, especially in the summer

 The layout of Southampton at the corner of Victoria and High St is not
a suitable location for the traffic volume expected by the ONII. All
ONII parking should be at the Arena parking lot with access off 21
and the access from High St. closed off. Also, the Town of SS should
promote the use of bicycles by outdoor maintenance staff. Provide
more bike-stands for cyclists to lock their bikes. Have biking turn
signals at all traffic lights for cyclists.

 Keep Southampton at only 1 traffic light.

 Port Elgin is a mess of traffic lights, but don't know what you can do
about it now.

 Why no questions about a bypass? It is badly needed and planning
should be going on now.

 Vital to communicate with permanent and seasonal residents about
proposed changes.

 Decrease the current standard of 8m wide roads to 7m. Allow for 6m
wide roads in more scenarios to make room for alternative methods
of transportation and slow traffic. More parking on main street. Create
a bypass that follows rail trail from Hwy 21 to concession 6. Connect
Izzard to Shipley more directly witha road and/or bike path.

 It would be nice to have a bus/shuttle (sort of like the trolley) that
could take people from Port Elgin to Southampton (and maybe some
stops in between- Saugeen township and to the First Nations
reserve), during every season, and well into the evening (2am).

 Emphasize the need for four way stop signs at all town intersections

 Rail trail should connect to new ball diamonds and soccer fields...and
put a water park there as well...and a pavilion...so people have a way
to a central rec. Location

 I would like to see public transportation available

 Expanding on the trolley service. Having a bus type service with
longer hours. Maybe even including sauble beach a few times per
day.

 Would love to see a bus service that connects communities (possibly
busing between owen sound, paisley, etc.) Which could also help
bring in more workforce to fill the growing need of employees in the
service industry in town.

 My father in law is a senior without a drivers license, health issues,
and there are little economic options for him to get around.

 Big challenge within existing geography and infrastructure to
accommodate growth that is inevitable. Perhaps consider traffic flow
improvements withone way streets in heaviest areas.

 I live in Southampton, but have been on the south end of Port Elgin
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when men are coming home from the point and the speeding is
ridiculous. They don't even slow down till they get to McDonalds.
Where are the police. This happens daily.

 Sometimes I see folks in wheelchairs or those motorized scooters for
physically challenged people on 21 late at night or during bad
weather. It would help them if there were sidewalks there so they can
travel safely.

 Too many traffic lights. In winter when Hwy 21 is closed, CAW lights
should be flashing yellow to flow traffic and prevent backup during
morning and afternoon rush hours. Or extend Bruce rd to CAW rd.

 Make sure Bruce St. goes through ASAP. Need a bypass route
around Hwy 21 especially in the winter. Get rid of useless 3 way stop
corners. They don’t work for speed control.

 Consider a shuttle between towns

 The traffic light timing in Port Elgin is Terrible. It takes forever to get
through Goderich Street and often have to sit at lights when there is
no one coming the other way.

 Cabs are costly. A way to connect people that dont drive to all the
areas in Saugeen Shores cost effiecient

 there needs to be a light at McNabb and the highway

 My major concern is the safety on the curve between Southampton
and Port Elgin.

 Maybe more volunteers to drive seniors. All else good

 The bump outs at Grosvenor and High Street are a great
improvement to the streetscape and the ability to cross the street.
Further pursuit with MTO regarding some type of crossing facility
along the rail trail at Hwy 21 adjacent to Hiberry's should be pursued.
Speed reduction along this stretch of road intoPort Elgin should also
be looked at.

 Need to handle summer "through" traffic...main street is far too
plugged up.

 My main concern is the traffic & speeding on Grosvenor St. South.
Adults & kids are riding 2 or more abreast at times & with the
speeding of cars its onlya matter of time before there's an accident.

 consider angled parking on all down town side streets. Parking has
been wiped out with turning lanes. The turning lanes are causing a
very dangerous situation

 by forming the habit to go around turning cars at all intersections and
cross walks. Quit adding stop lights to Port Elgin !!!! We don't need
11 red lights.

 Not sure how I feel about this but maybe limiting street parking on
goderich street between July 1 and labour day. Would need
additional parking off the main rd to support this
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 Extend the trail behind Ridge st, taking it through new subdivision on
south side heading towards Walmart to meet up with Gore Drain trail.

 Consider permanently closing the section of road with the farmers
market (and turn opposite side of intersection into parking only), to
improve down town parking and reduce number of traffic lights going
through town.

 I don't drive and taxis between South and Port are very expense. We
needan economical way to travel between the two towns.

 Fix the things I said. Here they are again: 1) Advanced left/turning
lane, NB on Goderich at Ivings (someone is going to get killed in the
CircleK parking lot from people cutting through). 2.) Extend Bruce
Street all of the way to CAW. 3.)Move the bike/walking path entry into
the parking lot. Its too busy with parking, boat launch, and tourist. 4.)
Have proper crossing from the sidewalk on Green St. to the Main
Beach, NOT DIAGONAL! 5.) Have sidewalks on major roads where
pedestrians use.

 Traffic moves too fast on Grosvenor St. especially in the summer.
Also reduce truck traffic on this street

 Public transport on a regular timetable would keep many cars off the
road and help those who cannot drive

 More bicycle friendly areas would be an excellent improvement. Also,
bicycle rental opportunities for residents and tourists would be a great
addition to the community.

 It seems silly that Green St which is the main access to the beach is
closed at Goderich on every Wednesday in the summer. We need
signage at thecorners of Mill, Elgin and Market indicating where the
beach is to help our summer visitors

 Shuttle between Port Elgin and hospital for bloodwork, tests at
hospital provided at a reasonable cost. Looking at providing
something similar to Owen Sound and back.

 Spend the surface infrastructure improvement funds outside the area
of Southampton bounded by the highway to the East, the Lake to the
West, Adelaide Street to the South and the River to the North. Each
improvement, i.e. sidewalks increases traffic and speeds thereby
reducing safety for cyclists and pedestrians. Particularly, children
going to the beach, tennis courts,etc...

 Park on one side of road. Garbage and recycle on the other. Easier
pick up. Traffic calming on core streets (not speed bumps).

 Increase of public transportation to Toronto , Owen Sound and KW

 Since we have moved here the traffic has at least doubled,however
the roads have not kept up #of lanes, safe biking and designated
walking areas. Ease of getti g down to the beach h safely is a concern
as well.

 traffic speed coming into Southampton and leaving on High street is a
major concern, it has become the bypass through Southampton.
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 There desperately needs to be some pedestrian space on High street
between Holiday Park and Grenville. There currently isn't even any
shoulder space to walk (or cycle). Many children use this route to
walk from Holiday Park and homes along this route to walk downtown
and to school. It is often used for walking at night in the summer. It's
very dangerous.

 Highway 21 between Southampton and Port Elgin seems headed for
gridlock in the summers months. Reminds me of the Hespeler Road
mess in Cambridge. Just adding more lanes won't be the answer.
Wider roads just generate more traffic.

 sidewalks on faulkner between Waterloo and Sumpton

 Too much speeding in town. My son is not in bus zone for GC and
there is no way I’ll let him walk or bike to school when he has to cross
hwy 21 to get there, even with cross walks (that people still run
through).

 We need year round public transportation, we definitely need
something at the railtrail crossing hwy 21 near highberry, Cycling
lanes, less lights downtown will keep congestion down (maybe
roundabouts?)

 PLEASE do not widen streets in Southampton west of Huron Street.
This area is a walkers' and cyclists' area with cars being third. It is an
area to enjoy on foot or bike. Any street work (widening) would only
make cars drive more quickly = hazardous to those on foot or on
bikes.

 As we have an aging demographic, with retirees in Southampton, as
public transportation service would be most welcome. I can't drive
due to poor vision. My husband has died. Without transportation I am
very isolated. I would love to have a bus to Owen Sound.

 3 way stop at South street and Meadow Lane is dangerous. Thru
traffic on South street does not always stop. This has led to near
collisions when exiting Meadow Lane. Suggest stop be changed to
single stop on Meadow Lane.

 Increased traffic means we will someday have to consider bypassing
the towns. Emphasis within town should be pedestrian first, not cars
first.

 Cottages areas should remain as is and not widen all roads. People
who live here also appreciate the town for its rustic feeling and came
here to get away from the city and its fast moving roads etc. Preserve
that small town feeling or you will not have people moving here .

 Do not citify the area to make it like urban areas that we are here to
getaway from

 You have done a good job with the transportation system. We can
get around
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Appendix C

November 2018 Stakeholder Group Sessions

GROUP 1: Representatives of Municipal Heritage Committee

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Represent a specific group

 Advisory committee to Town Council on heritage maters

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Entirety of Saugeen Shores concerning heritage matters

What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Heritage interests are growing (Southampton more so than Port
Elgin)

 Public transportation and connections to cultural heritage interests
and destinations in the Saugeen Shores an important consideration

 Sidewalks and associated parking to cultural heritage interests and
destination (i.e. existing Walking Tour)

 Timing of signals on crosswalks are short, particularly in the summer

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Considerations of impacts of street improvements and/or widenings
on heritage character and perspectives

 Recognize heritage as a big tourist attraction to the Town

 Design streets as more “casual” spaces

 Adequate parking for destinations (Ferry Lake, Museum/School,
Innovation Centre)

 Accessibility a big concern for street works and improvements

 Character of open spaces, greenery and trees
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Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when
it comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip
side, what is not?

 Town staff have been accommodating to discuss and work with
groups

 Town staff cognizant of detail regarding heritage character

GROUP 2: Representatives of Southampton Residents Association

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Represent a specific group

 Southampton Residents Association

 474 members (approximately 800 voters)

 59% identified as “seasonal” (64% in 2016)

 Older demographic and perceived as “cottagers” association

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Comments principally reflect Southampton

 Four strategic priorities: relationship-building, governance,
sustainable development, and environmental-stewardship

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Beach and water quality are key

 High Street patronage versus highway

 Pay attention to design guidelines

 Beach area is perceived by group to be poorly defined (78% want to
maintain existing beach width; 17% for sidewalks and curbs; 6% for
wider streets; 23% for storm sewers; 14% for other)

Question 4:
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What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Walking / driving on local streets

 Support for bike-friendly community designation

 A liveable community is a walkable community

 Explore inclusion of a “cycle roadway” classification in the
transportation master plan

 Origin and destination consideration – can people get there by foot
and bicycle

 Snow removal is a long-term objective and strategy that is missing

 Transportation planning needs to go beyond 2030

 Consideration for special area policies for different communities or
“character areas”

 Pedestrian and bike-friendly considerations and traffic calming
elements (Grosvenor/Victoria with cut-through issues)

 Suggestions to enhance the safety and access of pedestrians,
disabled, and cyclists along these streets and at these intersections
(in no particular order):

o Repaint the pedestrian cross-walk lines and add signage at various
locations

o Add bicycle-lane logos and signage along all existing and new bike
lanes (especially at intersections where traffic turns onto the bike-lane
route)

o Create on-line maps and post signage to publicize the designated
pedestrian and cycling routes in SS. Note: for the posted signage,
instead of installing multiple copies of the same map, consider
orienting the sign according to direction (e.g., show lake on either
right, left, behind, or in front of sign location)

o Develop a snow-clearing plan for roads with no sidewalks to allow
pedestrians and cross-country skiers to use the road-shoulders safely

 Suggestions to reduce traffic congestion during busy seasons should
include investing in, or create Public Private Partnership to provide,
the required levels of year-round public transportation throughout all
of Saugeen Shores, preferably using smaller vehicles that are more
eco-friendly than the Trolley

 Suggestion and comments on the transportation policies within the
Town’s Official Plan:

o Official Plan transportation objectives currently unbalanced (1st three

concern traffic, 2nd two concern people)

o Suggest reworking the order of the Objectives in section 4.2 of the
Official Plan to emphasize active transportation and environment
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o Suggest including transportation planning horizon dates (5, 10, 15,
20, 25, ... 50 years) to tie better with capital projects that require
funding and time to prepare.

o Suggest creating transportation classifications for other modes of
transportation in Section 4.3.1 of Official Plan (i.e. Arterial routes,
collector routes, Residential routes, Truck routes, Laneways routes,
Cycle routes, Pedestrian routes, Accessibility routes, Cross-country-
ski routes, Boat route)

o Suggest adding section “4.4.8.2 Special Policy Area 2”, and within
this subsection regarding maintaining cottage laneways at historical
widths (78% of membership surveyed) in order to preserve the
unique heritage and character of the area, and to reduce traffic speed
while encouraging active transportation, as well as signage of an
appropriate design be posted delimiting the “unique area”.

o Suggest adding section “4.4.8.3 Environmental Sustainability Design
Guidelines” with the following considerations

o The overriding consideration should be eco-sustainability (i.e., a
carbon budget). Carbon budget is based on carbon- sequestering
projects and carbon-using projects (credits and debits): within the
carbon budget, the Town chooses projects from the selection of
sustainable options and ensures that it does not go into carbon-debt

o Transportation-related runoff guideline: runoff prevention
infrastructure is required in all areas prone to runoff in Saugeen
Shores. Measures include rain gardens, swales, infiltration catchment
basins, and infiltration materials instead of impermeable materials. All
of the above should be designed according to new predictions of
storm-water events that account for increased worst-case scenarios
caused by climate change, and should also incorporate planned road
development and loss of current infiltration areas.

o Tree-cover guideline (new-roads and road-widening): plant trees
along boulevards, roadsides, and trails. Also, use trees to provide
more sheltered areas for pedestrians, disabled, and cyclists.

o EV guideline: Increase the number of ev-charging stations throughout
SS, including charge plug-ins for e-bikes. All public parking areas,
including all street parking areas, should have a percentage of
parking spots equipped with EV charge points (either subsidized or
privatized)

o No-Idling guideline: install more no-idling signs (harbour, foot of High
Street, school pick-up drop-off locations, High Street parking spaces.
Also, repaint or replace faded existing no-idling signs. Also, install
electronic signs at the traffic lights to advise drivers that they will save
on fuel if the turn off now (the signs are timed with the lights and the
average fuel consumption across all vehicle types)

o Anti-littering guideline: install anti-littering signage, and work with
local groups to develop the “adopt-a-road” program, whereby
individuals and community groups volunteer for litter clean-up along
sections of roadway, sidewalks, bike-lanes and so on.
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o Suggest adding 4.4.8.4 Cross references with Design Guidelines, and
in this section, refer to the Design Guidelines and pull out
transportation objectives and policies

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when
it comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip
side, what is not?

 Things that are working well: snow-clearing (4/5); road clean- up
(3.9/5); focusing business access along High Street, rather than
along Highway 21; restricting rail-trail and all off-road trails in the
Town limits to non-motorized vehicles is essential and is much
appreciated; the EV charging parking spaces on High Street are an
excellent initiative

 Suggest contacting CUTRIC, especially regarding the first and third
of their “Pillars of Innovation”.

 Data collection is key and rather than random or strategic sampling
(traffic counts), it may be feasible to monitor traffic for longer
durations (full calendar year) using traffic cams and then analyse the
data using pattern recognition techniques.

 Reliable data informs current usage and eventually, over multi- year
periods, trend analyses and various data can be determined:
through-traffic volumes (n/a for pedestrians, cyclists, disabled); in-
town traffic volumes, busiest routes, peak time periods, congestion
areas, parking duration.

GROUP 3: Representatives of Saugeen Shores Chamber of Commerce

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Represents business community members of the Chamber of
Commerce

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Represents entirety of Saugeen Shores, although particularly for
membership

 Indirect support for tourism

Question 3:
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What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Staffing for businesses is a big issue, particularly for service industry
(bars and restaurants)

 Lack of transportation options is a big issue for these employees

 Interest for regularly circulating transit system through

 Consideration of the Innisfil Uber example

 Residents are using Trolley between Southampton and Port Elgin,
which was not the intent

 Transportation options for the elderly is important

 Boaters arriving into area have no transportation choices to get to
supplies on stopovers

 Taxi service has expanded over the years, but expensive for regular
use

 Transportation routes are getting longer with continued growth of
Town

 A transportation master plan is one of the missing pieces

 Ordering and sequencing of improvements to transportation network
is important

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Not enough affordable housing options within Southampton and Port
Elgin communities for business employees (service industries)

 Communities like Tara and Paisley provide more affordable housing
options but lack of transportation options limits suitability and access
for service industries

 Should be tapping into outside communities through public transit
options

 Transportation needed to meet growing community: environmentally
sustainable, accessible, direction flow, meeting tourists needs,
addressing demand issues

 Rail Trail crossing of Highway 21 at Hi Berry Farms an issue

 Distinction of “neighbourhood” streets versus “local” streets

 Consideration of environmentally sustainable sides of construction
practices

 Parking area utilization is important consideration for businesses
(demand versus supply)
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 Consideration of hierarchy of intersections (main street, gateways,
destinations)

 Not all streets need to be the same in terms of function and design

 More roundabouts and street trees are encouraged

 Heritage-sympathetic street lights

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Transportation system is currently not meeting business needs and
demands

 Communication and messaging of the transportation options and
availability is not clear

 Town has difficulty with finishing projects

 Aesthetic considerations of projects is lacking and need to hold
construction to high standards

 Need for an understanding of a long-term improvement strategy to
the transportation network

 Need to address the rural areas of the Town as well

 A “hodge-podge” of speed zones through the community is confusing
to drivers

 Need to work with Utilities on street design matters

 Proliferation of signs on the sides of roads

GROUP 4: Township Senior Management Staff

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Town staff for the entire municipality

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Representing Town staff interests for the entire municipality

Question 3:
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What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help meet
the goals of the committee?

 Need for a sustainable transportation plan

 Saugeen Shores is taking off a cycling destination, but not
comfortable taking cyclists onto certain streets given traffic volumes
and conditions (i.e. Highway 21)

 Desire for fewer vehicles and more cyclists in the waterfront area, per
direction of Waterfront Master Plan

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Question of why existing lanes in older areas are underutilized but
new lanes are being put into new neighbourhoods

 Market Street was a “failure” as a bike street

 Four or five specific streets identified in Official Plan for bike routes

 County Road 25 is being considered as an active transportation route

 Importance of professional advice to Town Council to sort through
diverging opinions

 Rural roads and bridges – need to consider routing without these
bridges in times of emergency

 Wellington Road needs to go to Concession 6/10

 Need to be cognizant of where roundabouts are located for the active
transportation perspective

 Reconciliation of speed limits throughout Saugeen Shores is needed

 Left-turn lanes are difficult along Highway 21

 Bruce Power is vocal regarding Highway 21 and Highway 20

 Heading to Sauble Beach a left-turn lane in Southampton is needed

 Consideration of paved shoulder on road to Sauble Beach

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Having policies and standards has been good, but community
reactions to implementation of these has been difficult

 Extensions to the Connecting Link of Highway 21 for Town has been
good, but decisions have been too lenient regarding accesses to
Highway 21
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 Need to update the threshold for undertaking a traffic impact study

GROUP 5: Representatives of Saugeen Rail Trail Association

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Represent the Saugeen Rail Trail Association, with a membership of
approximately 125 members and Board of Directors of 10 to 12
members

 Rail Trail is 10.5 kilometre section through Town

 Association receiving annual grant from Town

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Current focus is on Port Elgin and Southampton

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help meet
the goals of the committee?

 Overall goal of moving people year round, 4-seasons

 Broad interest of looped active transportation network with off- street
linkages to on-street routes

 Interest into connections to Kincardine network and to Paisley

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Biggest issue concerns where Rail Trail crosses Highway 21 at HI
Berry Farms

 Curve of Highway 21 put 60 to 80 km/h speed zone is dangerous for
those crossing the highway from the Rail Trail

 Traffic flows are increasing year to year

 Recognition of volume of active transportation routes is needed

 Identification of connecting linkages is needed

 Assistance to improving linkages is needed

 Recognition of 3-season bicycle traffic is need
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 Importance of active transportation and tourism connections

 Addition of trail amenities desired

 Assistance with plowing of trail wanted

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Good communication with Town staff

 Good assistance from Town staff with grant applications

 More communication needed with owners of other parts of the trails is
needed

 Additional budget is needed

 Amalgamation of connecting links to Rail Trail desired and policy to
make those connecting link viable

 Tourism draw related cycling

 Security aspects of vandalism need assistance

GROUP 6: Representatives of Saugeen Shores Accessibility
AdvisoryCommittee

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Advisory committee to Town Council concerning matters of
accessibility

 Represent a range of interests, including people with disabilities or
injuries, seniors, and parents with strollers

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Committee represents the entirety of Saugeen Shores concerning
matters of accessibility

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help meet
the goals of the committee?

 Regular public transportation needed particularly for seniors and
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mobility challenged

 Easy, affordable transit options

 Trails design and construction considering accessibility needs

 Consider shuttle as part of developments

 Audible signals at street lights and expanded time signals

 Slowing function of traffic signals

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Bring policy changes and projects to accessibility committee early in
the process for true input, rather than near the end

 Consistency in consultation is needed

 Rail Trail signage, font and language could use improvement for
those in need

 Sidewalk clearways: winter clearance of snow and summer conditions
of signage, retail product, and postal kiosks are principal
considerations

 Changes in school and transportation to/from school

 Would be nice to have the Trolley fully accessible

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Encouraging that feedback is being considered and implemented

 Audible traffic lights are a good thing

 Traffic light signals need adjustments
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GROUP 7: Representatives of Southampton Business Improvement Area

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Represents levied commercial properties in Southampton

 Southampton BIA is 4-year old BIA with 127 members

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Southampton commercial properties

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Draft Streetscape Plan: beautification and parking issue

 Concern about parking supply in Southampton (effect of Innovation
Centre?)

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Parking: do not want to lose any more parking supply

 Pedestrian safety is very important

 Visibility and traffic concerns at Grosvenor and High and High and
Victoria

 Difficulty of crossing Highway 21 with increased

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Pedestrian traffic lights where they exist are a positive element

 Should have nice finished products, including traffic calming features,
that are functional and aesthetic

 High Street is the foremost priority

 Traffic calming into Southampton is needed arriving from the
gateways
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 Lane designations are confusing in certain locations (i.e perceived as
one or two lanes)

 Loading areas and middle block on High Street

GROUP 8: Representatives of Bruce County Staff

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Representing the entirety of Bruce County (transportation and planning

aspects)

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Whole of Saugeen Shores related specifically to aspects of how the
Town’s transportation network connects to the County’s
transportation network

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Plans for transportation and active transportation routes through
plans of subdivision and community plans

 Port Elgin to Kincardine traffic is related to Bruce Power and warrants
are not met based on traffic volumes

 County seeing increased amounts of tourist traffic

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Involvement of School Boards for input in planning for active
transportation routes (1.3 kilometre walking radius for schools)

 Social Services indicating 1,000 people in Town without a car

 Exploring automated bus systems (“Smart Cities Challenge” funding),
Wasaga Beach example of transit, and hydrogen powered vehicles

 Need for on-demand transportation systems

 There is a “Complete Streets Policy & Implementation Guide for
Bruce-Grey”
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Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Bruce Power’s existing bus and car-share programs are not well-used
and showing little interest

GROUP 9: Representatives of Town Council

Question 1:
Does your committee/association represent a specific group of individuals, if so please
describe this group?

 Council represents the entirety of Saugeen Shores

Question 2:
Do your comments reflect the whole of Saugeen Shores or a specific area? If a specific
area, please describe?

 Comments represent the entirety of Saugeen Shores generally with
individual councilors also representing the concerns of particular
wards

Question 3:
What is important to you about Transportation Planning? What can this plan do to help
meet the goals of the committee?

 Summer traffic flows hinder/prevent residents from accessing
services in town

 The Transportation Master Plan document has to be a “nimble”
enough document to adjust to changing conditions, including traffic
flows and patterns as well as technology changes and innovations

 A Transportation Master Plan should serve as a guide for
improvements to our municipality’s system of roads, sidewalks, paths,
bike lanes, parking areas and related infrastructure for the next 20-25
years.

 Our municipality has experienced tremendous growth since 2006 and
is still growing quickly. Our Master Plan must accommodate the
tremendous growth since 2006 which includes development,
redevelopment and accessibility while including our Town’s goals for
transportation within and linked to our community.

 Residents value a healthy, vibrant community which is bike and
pedestrian friendly.

 Transportation master plan must respect and support tourism,
through careful preservation of our Town’s streets and
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neighbourhood character.

 Many of my constituents in Southampton are passionate about
retaining the traditional character of our lakeside neighbourhoods,
and the plan must work creatively towards updating infrastructure as
necessary without imposing a uniform urban standard

 Genuine public consultation before projects are planned and/or

 constructed is essential to success in this regard.

 Creating transportation infrastructure that supports non- motorized
transportation will support our goals of creating a healthier
community, and it supports our economic development vision by
creating a safe, appealing tourist destination as well as our sports
tourism initiatives.

Question 4:
What do you see as critical to consider in development Policies when it comes to
Transportation, and how would it benefit the community and your committee’s work?

 Open Bruce Road 25 from Concession 6 to Concession 10

 East-west active transportation routes are lacking through the Town
(Market, Concession 10)

 Bike routes and distinction between recreation versus active cyclists
in consideration of network

 Offer more routing opportunities for cyclists to get them off Highway
21

 Embrace where possible smart technology for traffic signal controls

 Investigate paid parking for tourist hot spots (Port Elgin beach) to
assist with covering costs for providing services to tourists

Question 5:
What is currently working with respect to policies or procedures that the Town does when it
comes to Transportation in relation to your committee’s work and values? On the flip side,
what is not?

 Consider land acquisition for parking in Port Elgin, considering
summer parking needs

 Concerns about excessive speed in our neighbourhoods; a number of
residents have expressed similar concerns.

 Avoid uniform widening of neighbourhood streets to urban standard
for several reasons reasons of safety and retention of traditional
character

 Plan must include strategies for dealing with significant population
increases in the summer as well as creating designs and plans which
enhance the charming physical character of our Town and create
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more and safer routes for pedestrians and cyclists

 Take direction from Saugeen Shores Official Plan (Section 1.1,
1.2.5.2 and 1.2.6.2), the Provincial Policy Statement (Section 2.2.1)
and several other sources which are relevant to what I believe some
of our Town goals should be regarding development and
transportation.

 Consideration of more “green” infrastructure


